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editorial



A public library is the most democratic thing in the world.
Doris Lessing
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For centuries, libraries have been vital sources and distribu-
tors of  knowledge and information, not only as functional 
social and public spaces, but also as formal representations 
of society’s relation to knowledge, expressed in the architec-
ture and organisation of  library buildings. The raison d’être  
of  Bookspace: Collected Essays on Libraries began with a concern 
over the way libraries as institutions, and public libraries in 
particular, have been portrayed and discussed in the public 
sphere in recent years.

Reports in the news regularly announce how public fund-
ing for libraries is constantly being cut; how much a new 
building or rehabilitation will cost the tax payer; how major 
libraries are digitising their catalogues and making them 
available online, while discarding printed material, thereby 
contributing to a greater digital divide. More bleak news 
comes from war zone areas in the Middle east and Northern 
africa, where the bombing or raiding of  libraries and other 
cultural institutions has become everyday reality. Issues  
such as these provoke conflicting debates and often there 
seems to be little space for opposing views to co-exist. 

While the relevance of  library spaces in the ever-more- 
digitised social milieu we inhabit is often challenged, govern-
ment commissions for library buildings remain some of the 
most prestigious and highly-contested projects among top 
architecture studios across the globe. at the same time an 
understanding that the past might not, or must not, be repli-
cated, ties in with the idea that classic libraries might well 
become relics, while new buildings structured around the  
use of digital information will transform our interaction  
with these public spaces. It seems most likely that people  
will not stop reading books, or at least documents contain-
ing information, but will likely change the ways they engage  
with this information, as part of the ongoing cultural trans-
formations in the digital age. How exactly will libraries 
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respond and adapt to these transfor mations are some of  
the questions we wanted to address by commissioning the 
articles and essays featured in this book.

With Bookspace: Collected Essays on Libraries, we propose  
a debate of  heterogeneous perspectives to examine what 
guides our society when it comes to making decisions  
regarding library institutions. We asked architects, journal-
ists, librarians, photographers, and writers to focus on the 
social role of  libraries in an in-depth look at institutions  
in the West, as well as the Middle east and Northern africa 
regions. The arguments about the evolving relationship 
between libraries and their patrons and the debates around 
likely possibilities for the future that ensued are particularly 
interesting in light of the variety of different cultural back-
grounds and fields of study our contributing authors come 
from. patterns of related discussions emerge around the 
notion of the classic library as challenged by the architecture 
of modern public spaces; around the management of  library 
collections in the age of digital information; and around 
issues concerning access and restrictions. each discussion 
offers room to question the direction followed by institu-
tions worldwide. some signal the inconsistencies and diffi-
culties of accessing public libraries and collections, while 
others reveal the lack of vision for what a future-proof  
development of these spaces could be.

In an interview with David pearson, we seek to understand 
the difficulties and possibilities related to managing print 
collections and digital initiatives across the UK. Moving on 
to a different social context, Heba el-sherif reveals egypt’s 
National Library and archives’ access and research constraints 
and the efforts to overcome them in post-revolutionary 
cairo. starting in antiquity, Jorge Reis traces the origins  
and evolution of the architectural typology of  library build-
ings following a discussion from ancient egypt to post-  
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revolutionary France and the birth of the modern library. 
With a focus on contemporary trends in the design and 
architecture of  libraries, João Torres reviews his work on  
an award-winning project for a hybrid building that encom-
passes a public library and municipal archive for the city  
of  Lisbon. In a photographic essay, Julius Motal navigates  
the stephen a schwarzman Building, the main site of the 
New York public Library, depicting daily life in this iconic 
nyc public space. Marie Lécrivain writes about accessing 
public libraries across europe and, on a global scale, about 
the freedom and restrictions of sharing data online via  
independent digital initiatives. Finally, in a more theory- 
driven piece, Tom Vandeputte examines the state of academic 
libraries. He traces connections beween the current use  
of their spaces and the consumerist habits developed in  
the modern high-street cafés, and questions what would  
be the future ‘politics of study’.

Bookspace: Collected Essays on Libraries documents a variety  
of perspectives on the current state of  libraries and their 
uncertain future development, while in no way presuming  
to be an exhaustive account of the myriad discussions 
surround ing these issues currently in the media. one note 
we would like to make clear is that we have aimed deliberately 
not to publish any arguments that rely on the emotional 
attachment usually attributed to library campaigners. While 
emotional reactions to movements in the field of  libraries 
are neither uncommon nor invalid, arguments that arise 
from them may ironically damage the case for the institutions 
themselves by creating an us- (the campaigners) versus-them 
(the policymakers) dichotomy. It is essential that libraries 
adopt a digital strategy with a vision for the future and that 
librarians seek to reinvent their role within the contemporary 
social context. However, it is key that the case of  libraries as 
public spaces worth being fought for includes policy makers 
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as part of the discussion, as well as mediators who can  
effectively communicate the cultural values inherent to  
these institutions and their collections. 

our primary concern in publishing Bookspace is to offer  
a platform for this topic to be examined as fairly as possible 
and to provide a starting point for our authors and readers  
to pursue their research, activities, debates, and concerns  
for the future of our knowledge repository institutions even  
further –  beyond the constraints of the pages of a small-scale 
indepen dent publication. We hope the words on the follow-
ing pages will inspire and lead to informed actions where  
citizens and policymakers work together towards a sustain-
able future vision for our libraries.

Maria Inês Cruz & Lozana Rossenova 
January, 2015



In conversation with David pearson



David pearson has been Director of  culture, Heritage and 
Libraries at the city of  London corporation since 2009.  
He has previously worked across a range of major research 
and national libraries in the UK, including the University  
of  London Research Library services, the Wellcome Trust, 
the National art Library, and the British Library. He has 
lectured and published extensively on book history, with  
a special focus on aspects of the book as a physical object  
of cultural and historical significance. His books include 
Provenance Research in Book History (1994), Oxford Bookbinding 
1500–1640 (2000), English Bookbinding Styles 1450–1800 (2005), 
and most recently –  Books as History (2008).
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on December 8th, 2014, we met David at his office in 
Guildhall Library in central London. We wanted to get his 
perspective and ideas on the future development of  libraries, 
print collec tions, and digital initiatives across the UK and 
beyond. What followed was a lively and open conversation 
about the current state of  libraries in the UK, about positive 
developments and new directions, as well as some missed 
oppor tuni ties. We opened up the discussion with some 
general remarks on possibilities for the future of the library 
institution. Below is the edited transcription of the conversa-
tion that ensued. 

inland editions How do you see library institutions 
developing in the near future?

david Pearson Libraries cover quite a wide spec-
trum –   there are different sorts of  libraries in all countries. 
There is a big difference between what a national library  
like the British Library does, or what a university library  
does, or what a public library does, and the way forward  
for all of those services isn’t necessarily one and the same. 

The traditional public library model involves a concentra-
tion of  books available for people to come in and borrow. 
This core idea that public libraries have been built around  
for a long time (and which a lot of people still think they are 
built around, or should be built around), is ultimately a fail-
ing business model. sustaining and arguing for libraries  
on that sort of rationale will get harder and harder, partly 
because of the current state of public funding. everything 
that we are hearing about what is going to happen after the 
next election just emphasises all of that. But there are also 
gradually changing patterns of user behaviour and user 
expectation –  people are going to cease using those services 
in the ways that they used to, because there are so many 
other channels for people to get information now, and  
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a younger generation is going to come that lives on those 
things [pointing at the smartphones on the table].

of course, people are not going to stop reading. people 
talk about the future, or death, of the book –  what do we 
mean? Books as texts, as ideas, as knowledge –  that is going 
to carry on forever. people are always going to want stories, 
always going to want knowledge. But how they read them  
is going to carry on changing. More and more people are 
going to read them and access them via their kindles, via 
their tablets, via whatever the next generation of that kind  
of technology is, and gradually reading physical books is 
going to decline. so the traditional core services of  libraries 
are inevitably going to be squeezed that way. public libraries 
have been undergoing huge changes in the last decade or  
so, and I think that will continue. There are a lot of success 
stories where public libraries are genuinely and successfully 
reinventing themselves much more as multi-purpose com-
munity hubs. What the mixture of facilities is within any  
particular community library will vary according to the  
community and its location. In some places they will 
become partly library spaces and partly doctors’ surgeries 
and health clinics, or police surgeries or community advice 
centres, it depends on what makes best local sense. 

They will reinvent themselves in an ongoing way, but  
ultimately there will be fewer of them than there are now, 
because it will not be possible to afford so many. Here in the 
city of  London, we have a successful recent reinvention of a 
library. We had a small branch library, which had to close, and 
we have reopened it as a library and community centre. It is 
now part of a building that has got a dance floor, a commu-
nity residents’ meeting space, and some smaller rooms where 
health practitioners can come and give advice. There are con-
siderably fewer books on shelves than there were at the branch 
library that was replaced, but the new facility is thriving. 
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That is a different kind of trajectory from what you would 
get in a university library or a national library, which are 
serving a different sort of audience, and will be increasingly 
electronic as time progresses. I was looking at a press state-
ment from the British Library this morning where they talked 
about bringing the new alan Turing Data Institute into the 
Library. It is going to be based there and the press statement 
noted that the British Library expects to be ‘increasingly  
digital and data-driven’ in the future. Which I am sure is true, 
and I think they will increasingly be delivering information 
and services electronically rather than in print.

ie What about the legacy of print collections?
dP There is a huge legacy of print collections and docu-

ments that we have in print and in manuscript form in all  
our research libraries and record offices and historic librar-
ies. Increasingly, as the content of these print collections 
gets digitised and becomes available online, if you simply 
want to read the text you will be able to do it online, without 
having to go visit the original. and I think that is where all 
the Books as History arguments come in. 

I do think it is really important that we collectively –  we, 
civilisation –  should recognise that there is a lot more to 
those legacy collections than just words on pages; that there 
is a huge wealth of cultural history in books that have come 
down to us in those kinds of  libraries and increasingly that  
is where people will find interest in those materials and see 
value. If you talk to a National Trust librarian, or librarians 
who look after oxford college libraries, what they would tell 
you is that people are still coming to use the books in those 
historic collections, but they don’t come in any more to read 
the texts. They come because it is the collection of a particu-
lar individual, or they are interested in the annotations, or 
the marginalia, or the bindings –  it is all those elements of 
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cultural history that are in those collections that makes them 
interesting. This really is an important aspect of that docu-
mentary legacy. When we are looking at the winnowing 
down of  library collections in order to save costs and space 
and when we are putting books in skips, we need to be alert 
to all those other values around books and actually start 
re-valuing them. so we can start seeing the value of  books 
somewhere different from where a generation and more ago 
people saw value, and manage those collections accordingly. 
I suspect that increasingly that will be the way print collec-
tions will be managed and it is encouraging that we are  
seeing more effort put into recording those kind of aspects 
of  books when people are cataloguing them. We are just 
beginning to see research libraries gearing their acquisition 
policies to recognise the value of interesting marginalia or 
provenance and other cultural and historical aspects of the 
physical book object.

ie can you give examples of some of those libraries?
dP a few decades ago, libraries like the Bodleian or  

the British Library would rarely buy books because of their  
bindings or provenance, or particular characteristics of the  
copies, or if they had that edition already, unless the binding 
was very fancy or the owner very noteworthy; the acquisiti-
ons policy was very geared to texts and editi ons. I think that 
is slowly changing. 

ie so there is a shift in how we are thinking about books?
dP Yes. In oxford, for example, the Bodleian now has its 

centre for the study of the Book. There are a lot of people in 
oxford who are actively working on the historical aspects of   
books, as opposed to the traditional textual focus. centres for 
the material book, the book as object, academic units around 
those kinds of themes, we are seeing more and more of. 
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There is one in cambridge now. Increasingly we are also see-
ing online resources being developed around those aspects 
of  books. a project was launched a year or so ago called 
annotated Books online, all about building a database around  
books that are interesting because they are annotated.  
The oxford University Marginalia group on Facebook –  who 
note interesting annotations they find in books both old  
and new –  has over 3,000 members. There is growing evi-
dence of interest in the material characteristics of  books in 
catalog uing, in exhibitions, in acquisitions, in published  
literature, and online.

ie How do you think that is coming across to the public?
dP Not well enough. and I think that is a really impor-

tant point. That is why I wanted to make Books as History an 
accessible and well-illustrated book. I deliberately wanted 
that book to be not just an academic book, but one that a 
wider range of the public would pick up and look at, because 
it is really important to get this message about changing  
values around books, and why they might be interesting, 
beyond the book history departments in the universities  
and out there to the public. and to the politicians, because 
they are the people making the funding decisions that will 
influence what will happen. The academy often falls into  
the trap of talking to itself –  academic corridors of specialists 
who talk to one another and think they are the whole world, 
and they really aren’t. Getting the ideas about the shift in  
values out to a much broader public is an ongoing challenge. 
That is where exhibitions and broadcasting films on the  
web comes in, but still there is this very strong idea of  books 
as words on pages –  why do we need them in the age of  the 
kindle?, people will go on asking.
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ie In the ‘Libraries as History’ lecture, which you gave at 
the state Library of  Victoria in australia last year, you talked 
about libraries gradually becoming more aligned with muse-
ums. The controversy in this idea comes from the fact that  
a lot of  librarians still think that books are objects that should 
continue to be used the way they have been used throughout 
history, whereas objects in museums tend not to be in contin-
ual use. still, do you think there are ways in which libraries  
can learn from museums how to engage the public with their 
collections, especially the historic print collections and the 
collections that are digitised?

dP Yes, certainly. I think that is part of that re-evaluation 
mindset. Museums recognise that they have got large collec-
tions of interesting historical artefacts that can help people 
understand the past, share the past, get excited about the past, 
discover things. and they make use of their collections in lots 
of ways to encourage that. They engage their publics through 
the ways they interpret and display their collections, both 
within a museum and digitally online –  to bring out what is 
interesting about this leather fire bucket or that Roman spear, 
and tell stories about them that engage people. and we need 
to do more of that with books and focus on the object qualities 
of  books and interpret them to the public in an engaging way. 

Though there is still a bit of a cultural challenge for librari-
ans there, because a lot of  librarians do think that the ‘M’  
word is a dirty one. I have had conversations with senior 
library colleagues in recent years who will say: ‘Libraries are 
not museums. We need to keep a distinction. a library is  
for working with books for reading and study. once we start 
thinking of  libraries as museums, we go down a slippery 
slope’. Which is arguably true if you see the slippery slope  
as leading to a lot of  books being thrown away, but whether  
we like it or not, that is going to happen. The key thing is  
that we throw the right books away. 
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ie Talking about discarding books is always a controver-
sial topic, even among the general public. Has there been  
any significant development in recent years?

dP obviously librarians have discarded books for centu-
ries, it has been part of managing libraries. There has been  
a lot of discarding of print journals in research and academic 
libraries over the last ten years or so. The tax payer, through 
the Higher education Funding council, has invested millions 
of pounds in the UK Research Reserve, which is an initiative 
partly led by the British Library to encourage university 
libraries up and down the country to discard their runs 
of  journals where the text has been digitised. Lots of sets of 
the British Medical Journal have ended up in the skip alongside 
many other journals in all disciplines where the print version 
is just no longer used.

I was up in Boston spa, at the British Library’s Yorkshire 
branch a few weeks ago, where they were talking about tak-
ing that initiative forward. I think that they will be moving 
into monographs, and saying to university libraries: ‘You 
have got miles and miles of these books on shelves. The text 
is now digitised, there is a copy reliably held at Boston spa, 
should anybody want the physical manifestation of the text. 
You don’t need to keep it. You can pulp it. You can, therefore, 
save a lot of space costs. You can repurpose that expensive 
library building to be communal use space or a café.’ 

economically, it makes complete sense. Libraries are 
expensive spaces to run, an aspect of all this that is easily  
lost sight of, particularly if you are thinking of it from a purely 
academic perspective. so the question is: are we sure that 
the books that go into the pulping mill are not ones that have 
got those other kinds of values that we might actually want  
to hang on to? There are after all millions of 20th-century 
books that are identical, that have no distinguishing features, 
nobody has written or made notes in them. How many copies 
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of those do we need for textual purposes? obviously, we  
need to have some copies for their physical characteristics 
from a book design history perspective, but maybe we don’t 
need 100 copies. We are back to that point about asking  
the right questions.

ie There is also the case of digitisation, which could be 
quite efficient if libraries shared their resources. For instance, 
if a big project is funded to digitise a large number of  journals 
and create a database, then multiple libraries can use that 
same database. 

dP I think those models of shared digital resources have 
been developed not so much by libraries acting together, but 
by organisations like Jstor. Jstor have created that type  
of resource, and so have Google Books. What the library 
community is not good at is getting its head around that  
and working together to deliver that sort of digital resource 
by the community and for the community. It is something 
that Bob Darnton [Director of  Harvard University Libraries] 
has lamented: ‘Have we not missed an opportunity by not 
creating a big digital library by the public for the public?’ 

and I think that is absolutely right. It is the great profes-
sional failure of my generation of  librarians. But I also under-
stand all the reasons as to why the library community could 
not do it. It is such a fragmented world professionally.

ie one of our contributors, Marie Lécrivain, makes  
a similar point in her analysis on the fragmented library  
systems in countries like France and Belgium. There are very 
good digital initiatives within specific institutions, but then 
those resources often do not get to the public in the same 
way that initiatives like the Gutenberg project or the Internet 
archive do. These projects are done on an international level 
and a lot of people know about them, using them more often 
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to get public domain materials instead of consulting their 
local or even national libraries.

But going back to your previous point, if  libraries will be 
more and more digital in the future, and we need to be less 
sentimental about the kind of smaller public lending librar-
ies, then shouldn’t more public funding be going towards 
supporting digital initiatives and making these resources 
more easily available to the public?

dP I agree, I think there is a lack of vision. There is a lack 
of forward thinking at a national level about these kinds  
of issues. and there are other countries, which are more 
enlightened. In the scandinavian countries and in some  
of the Baltic countries there are models where the state is 
investing in creating a national digital archive. The National 
Library of  Norway is digitising its entire printed stock to  
be available for the nation as part of the national library 
function. It translates the concept of a national library into 
the digital age in a genuine way. But the vision to do that  
is still lacking in the UK. 

What we need is an understanding of the importance and 
the potential of  having the national documentary heritage 
available digitally like it is available in print, and that is what 
we should invest in.

ie Do you think we also need to see a transformation  
of the role of the librarian as someone who understands  
the cultural value of the collections, but who can also  
communicate that to the public in innovative ways?

dP Librarians need to reinvent themselves in all kinds  
of  ways in order to make themselves relevant for the 21st  
century. at a high national level it is difficult to be visionary 
because there are a lot of political pressures and economic 
pressures. and I understand why it does not happen, but  
I still think it is regrettable.
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ie The new Library of  Birmingham could have started  
a change in the way of doing things. Do you think we could 
have a successful case where this happens and see other 
libraries follow?

dP I personally found the new Library of  Birmingham 
a less innovate space than I expected. If you are looking at 
new models and new ways of doing things in libraries, the 
new library in Worcester is a much more interesting example, 
because there they brought together a public library, an  
academic library, and a range of other municipal functions. 
There is a theatre, a council office, a café, etc. That is a much 
more interesting and more adventurous bringing together  
of facilities than what you actually get in the Library of   
Birmingham, which to me has too much of a flavour of  being 
a big box of  books.

The thing that most struck me in the new Library of   
Birmingham was going up the escalator and seeing a rotunda 
entirely shelved with old law reports, which have been colour-  
coded to be decorative. so you have a circle of  books and 
there is a big block of red ones and a big block of green ones, 
etc, and they are purely decoration. They are books which 
nobody wants to use, nobody wants to read, and they recog-
nised that nobody wants to read them. The new Library  
of  Birmingham is already too big for the purpose that was 
intended within it, so they had to start using the books just 
as wallpaper. How long is it going to be before a lot more  
of the books in Birmingham have the same status, and what 
do they plan to do then? 

ie Was it a missed opportunity then? It could have 
reshaped libraries as we know them, but in the end it is only 
more of the same –  with new packaging?

dP Yes, I fear so. The overriding impression is that it is 
like a big box full of  books and is that not what a traditional 
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big library is? I do not think you get a sense of a very digital 
world in the new Library of  Birmingham, and I am not 
convinced that it is future-proof. In 20 years’ time, if the 
number of  loans from the library is half, and loans of  books 
from public libraries are going down all the time across the 
country, what are they going to do with it all?  *

ie Wouldn’t it have made more sense to invest, at least 
part of the huge amounts of money that went into building 
this enormous building, into your idea for developing a more 
future-proof national digital strategy?

dP Yes, I couldn’t disagree with that. 
For generations, we have been investing public money  

in creating wonderful public resources where the national 
documentary heritage is freely available for the public,  
supported by the public. Because in the digital world it is 
commercial operators like Google and Jstor who are offer-
ing the resources, we are almost going back to a pre-20th- 
century framework as to where knowledge and ideas and 
content sit. Before the 20th century, a lot of it was in private 
hands and then in the 20th century much more of it moved 
into the public domain. Going forward this seems to be 
changing, partly as a consequence of the economic climate, 
the fact that there is not the public funding anymore that 
there used to be, partly an adjustment of political philosophy 
in response to that. But if we think seriously about what  
it means to have a national library and national public  
library resources, and we translate what that means from  

 * Just a couple of weeks after this conversation took place, it was announced that 
the Library of  Birmingham would be halving its staff and its opening hours, 
because it has proved unaffordable to run. For more information read steve 
Morris & alison Flood, ‘Birmingham Turns page on Glittering New Library as 
staff and Hours slashed’, The Guardian, 10 December 2014. see www.theguard-
ian.com/uk-news/2014/dec/10/birmingham-turns-page-glittering-new-library-
as-staff-hours-slashed [December 2014].

www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2014/dec/10/birmingham-turns-page-glittering-new-library-as-staff-hours-slashed
www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2014/dec/10/birmingham-turns-page-glittering-new-library-as-staff-hours-slashed
www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2014/dec/10/birmingham-turns-page-glittering-new-library-as-staff-hours-slashed
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the printed into the digital world, then we ought to be invest-
ing more of what is going into traditional ways of doing things 
into making resources available digitally instead. That will 
starve some of the more traditional library functions, and 
force the pace of change, but it’s a fast changing world.

Maria Inês Cruz & Lozana Rossenova 
December 8th, 2014 



The Right to Know: accessing egypt’s 
National Library and archives

Heba El-Sherif



Damage caused by a bomb that blasted outside  
Dar el- kutub –    Bab el- khalk, January 2014
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The bustling sounds of the cars that jam central cairo gradu-
ally go quiet. It’s a little after ten in the morning on a week-
day. Much of the activity at Dar el- kutub, egypt’s National 
Library and the arab world’s first state-run public library 
takes place only among its staff.

Upon arrival, four women, hair tied back and their feet 
wrapped in rubber slippers, are mopping the ceramic stairs 
leading up to the twin blocks that house the main branch of 
the library, a composite of three adjoining buildings. at the  
gate, a man glances idly at the rare occasion of a visitor. ‘Yes?’

I passed through the pseudo security gate and at the front 
government-run depository. In return, I was given a worn out 
pass enveloped in a plastic cover on which a serial number was 
printed next to the words: security permit. I later learnt that  
upon entering any of the reading rooms in the seven-story 
building, visitors are asked to copy those digits onto the 
sign-in sheet, next to their name, occupation, and nationality. 

In one such room, five staff members are huddled around 
a desk placed between rows of wooden cabinets that make up 
the card catalogue. around the table to their right, a hand ful 
of students bend over the slim wooden chests as they browse 
through a string of sheets, faded and dust-caked from years 
of abandonment. The cards are momentarily resuscitated as 
the eager hands of students fish for potential sources.

only one of the five on duty that morning was attending 
to the inquiries of the students who were in their late teens 
and seemed stressed over a looming deadline. categorically, 
the attending librarian asked them about the topics they 
intended to explore, narrowed them down to one key word, 
and directed them to the relevant drawers. In between ques-
tions from students, he turned around to his colleagues to 
blurt quick observations that fed into their ongoing conver-
sation. For the most part, the seated librarians remained 
unengaged in their daytime duties. Between discussing 
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politics, sharing sandwiches and rhetorically reprimand-
ing the visiting students, accusing them of carelessness for 
checking into the library one day before deadline, they chat-
ted the morning away.

Egypt’s National Library, or Dar El-Kutub
egypt’s nearly 57,000 manuscripts, its large collection of   
books, periodicals and growing number of governmental 
records have not always been stacked at the present modern 
building overlooking the Nile. since its inception in 1870, 
the National Library, or Dar el- kutub relocated twice, once 
in 1899 to Bab el- khalk, a neighbourhood in central cairo, 
and again in 1971 to its current location. 

after a decree from khedive Ismail, then egypt’s ruler, the 
first floor of Mustafa Fadil pasha palace in Darb al- Gamamiz 
in cairo was the initial home for a small collection of irre-
placeable treasures. That was 1870. Much of the credit for 
what was deemed a progressive project at the time goes back  
to ali pasha Mubarak, Minister of public Works and edu-
cation. at the foyer of the current premises of  Dar el- kutub, 
his name is still carved on placards dotting the wall. 

at the turn of the century, Dar el- kutub –    Bab el-khalk, the  
second location of  egypt’s National Library, opened its doors  
to the public, taking in the ever-expanding collection of treas-
ured documents from the palace to the new grounds in Bab 
el- khalk, one of  cairo’s oldest neighbourhood. across three 
stories that buoyed the government’s fondness of Islamic 
architecture, the building was built to house the National 
Library as well as the Museum of arab antiquities, which 
now became the Museum of Islamic art. It was only in the 
early 1970s that the National Library transferred to its cur-
rent location, enduring its third and final move and escort-
ing with it the majority of the collection. Because of the 
vastness of the new space, the National archives took up the 
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adjacent building to the library, and the twin blocks are what 
we now refer to as egypt’s National Library and archives. 

after the third move, however, Dar el- kutub –    Bab el- khalk,  
the second location of  egypt’s public library, continued to 
exist, housing a slightly smaller collection than the one pres-
ent in the new, large building. It continued to carry the name 
Dar el- kutub –    Bab el- khalk, (which denoted the smaller 
library that is situated in the Bab el-khalk neighbour hood  
in cairo). after undergoing some alterations of its own, today  
Dar el- kutub –    Bab el- khalk boasts an exhibition space show-
casing a few dozen manuscripts, a microfilm department 
and about 7,500 books split between two modest reading 
areas. However, the third move forced Dar el- kutub –    Bab el- 
khalk into a back seat, since much of the government atten-
tion was focused on the new building. This secondary status 
is made worse by the unfortunate overshadow powered by 
the library’s neighbour, the Museum of Islamic art, which 
is situated on the first floor of the Bab el- khalk building. 
The museum, a much sought-after destination by tourists, 
continues to enjoy considerable attention from the state and 
consequently the public. 

stairs leading up to Dar el- kutub –    Bab el- khalk
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In January 2014, a bomb blast targeting the cairo security 
Directorate, which is located on the same street as Dar el- 
kutub –    Bab el- khalk, caused significant damage to the build-
ing. To the dismay of Iman ezzedine, the library’s Director  
at the time, very few spectators were aware of the existence of  
two cultural institutions at the site where the bomb went off.

Lack of government support  
and the problem of accessibility 

a daytime Drama professor at cairo’s ain shams University, 
Iman ezzedine was appointed head of  Dar el- kutub –    Bab  
el- khalk in october 2012. an upholder of creativity, ezzedine 
was quick to sketch out her priorities; she was going to lure 
average readers into the library by broadening the selection 
of non-specific books and turning its lecture hall into a cul-
tural hub. Libraries worldwide are undergoing a shift, she 
thought, and keeping up with the trend of diversifying the 
services offered by the notable house of  knowledge seemed 
imminent. For the weeks that followed, she brought in 
poets and thinkers, marked anniversaries of  literary giants 

scene of  bomb blast at Dar el- kutub –    Bab el- khalk, January 2014
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such as Taha Hussein –   one of  egypt’s most influential 20th- 
century writers – and hosted a concert by the ever-popular 
music ensem ble eskenderella, famed for their street per-
formances during the Tahrir square sit-in in 2011 and their 
honest, biting defiance against the government. In doing so, 
ezzedine was hoping to bring up the number of daily visi-
tors of the library from a staggering 10 – 12 a day. according 
to the library’s staff, this number hikes up to 20 during mid-
term and final exams but quickly returns to a mere dozen as 
summer vacation creeps in.

Upon arrival at her new post, ezzedine, hopeful and preg-
nant with ideas, pushed for digitising the manuscript collec-
tion. although the project initially took off, it was met with 
resistance half-way through and ultimately reached a com-
plete stop. No explicit reason was given for why the project 
discontinued but ezzedine is quick to point out fear as one 
of the possible motives for the shutdown. she explained that 
the digitisation project received funding from Thesaurus 
Islamicus Foundation, a non-profit foundation that supports  
the protection and preservation of Islamic patrimony. In 
2011, a nation-wide mistrust of  foreign-affiliated projects 
mushroomed in egypt; non-governmental organisations 
(nGos) have since been regularly harassed, contested, and 
accused of spying. as such, egypt saw the closure of a num-
ber of organisations over disputed licenses, and in June 2013, 
43 nGo employees were handed down prison sentences for  
running unlicensed organisations, receiving foreign money, 
and conducting political training without permits. as a result  
of such a thorny climate, during her short reign, ezzedine 
led the digitisation of only 10% of the manuscript collection 
at Dar el- kutub –   Bab el- khalk.

ezzedine attributes the disheartening lack of interest and  
general state of inaccessibility of  Dar el- kutub –   Bab el- khalk  
to a number of factors. at the forefront is the muted reopening  
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in 2007, after renovation efforts forced the entire library shut 
for seven consecutive years. as part of the facelift, a state 
of the art exhibition space was built, laying ground for dis-
play windows eager to hold up egypt’s revered, multi-lingual 
manuscripts. However, the collection on rotation remains 
a fraction of what the state owns, proclaims ezzedine. ‘You 
are left with a fixed frame because no one wants to take full 
responsibility [for transporting the manuscripts]’,1 she says,  
explaining that the persons in charge at the General authority  
of the National archives were reluctant to transport the 
remaining manuscripts from the storage space in the main 
building by the Nile to the equipped showrooms in Bab el- 
khalk. according to ezzedine, the General authority was 
hesitant to transport the manuscripts across the streets in 
downtown cairo fearing that they may be mistreated in case  
of sudden violence, considering that this area was a site for 
recurring battles between protestors, the police, and the 
army during the months that followed former president 
Hosni Mubarak’s downfall. Despite that, she remains frus-
trated about the lack of willingness from the authorities 
to rejuve nate the library. ‘[The library] is like the fancy sit-
ting area at your home where only guests are allowed’, says 
ezzedine. she goes on to suggest that suzanne Mubarak, 
egypt’s former first lady who led the renovation efforts, pre-
ferred to maintain Dar el- kutub –   Bab el- khalk polished and 
exclusive, reserving it only for visits by foreign officials, the 
way rich people’s homes are devoid of clutter. 

Whether the intention was to maintain Dar el- kutub –    
Bab el- khalk only for a select few, upholding it as an inacces-
sible treasure to the average egyptian, or whether the exclu-
sivity originates from a fear of documents being tarnished 
or used to jeopardise the state, the approach to the library in 
the last few years raises the fundamental question of entitle-
ment: who really owns the archives?
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The right to know, 2011 onwards 
In a country that lacks a law that upholds freedom of infor-
mation – a document that obligates governments to make 
information readily accessible to its citizens – the truth 
remains a luxury. on a regular day at Zeinhom, cairo’s only 
morgue, bereaved family members wait powerlessly for the 
news of whether their lost ones are among the dead, a scene 
that has recurred over and over since the onset of political 
unrest in January 2011. outside Zeinhom, chilled trucks line 
up to the silent beat of aching cries. Inside, nameless bodies  
choke the corridors that make up the morgue, their relatives 
waiting for an autopsy report or a slip of paper that states the 
cause of death. In egypt, even a proof of death is difficult  
to obtain.

During the last three years, egypt has undergone a series 
of events that have made the right to access information 
an unavoidable demand. This access is meant to allow for 
meaningful government accountability in an effort to reduce 
rampant corruption, which was in itself one of the reasons 
people revolted in January 2011. Two drafts of the law sur-
faced in 2011 and 2012, the former involving a number of civil 
society organisations. But to date egypt is yet to pass a free-
dom of information law due to disagreement about some of 
the articles in the 2012 draft, a reality exacerbated by a tumu-
lus political scene that gripped the country after the ouster 
of Mohamed Morsi in summer 2013. 

among the contested articles is one that lists the excep-
tions from law, including ‘any information that if revealed 
may endanger national security, the economy, international 
relations, commercial relations, or military affairs’, in addi-
tion to singling out information pertaining to the general 
intelligence and military intelligence. The contention stems 
from the vagueness in defining national security and the 
wary exemption of entire agencies such as the general and 
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military intelligence. another debated point is in reference 
to the National council for Information, a body tasked with 
enforcing the law; as penned in the latest draft, members 
of the council are mostly representatives of governmental 
bodies and the president approves the council’s chairman. 
critics insist that the article jeopardises the independence 
of the council, and hence undermines the desired forceful-
ness of the bill. 

 khaled Fahmy, a leading historian and professor at the 
american University in cairo, is a member of the team that 
produced the first draft of the freedom of information law. 
He recalls a recent incident during which a researcher from 
a reputable university was disallowed to look at archival con-
tent at the National archive. Fahmy says that the historian 
who was looking at agricultural policies during the 19th 
century was turned down access to the archive. He was not 
granted a permit because, Fahmy learnt after investigation, 
his research had to do with egypt’s dispute with ethiopia over 
the building of the Renaissance Dam. ‘They thought that he 
might be a spy, hiding as a student’,2 Fahmy said. Throughout 
Hosni Mubarak’s regime (1981–2011) researchers and jour-
nalists working in egypt were well aware of the difficulty to 
access the National archives. While there are recorded cases 
of researchers being granted permits to consult specific gov-
ernmental documents, the mere need to issue permission  
seems an unnecessary hurdle for researchers, proclaims 
Fahmy. He added that researches have to petition and plead 
to be granted access, a process that can last months, and 
their appeal must first endure a security clearance, as is the 
case across most countries in the region. 

access to such documents is closely tied to democratis-
ing governance. To Fahmy, opening up the archives would 
be a revolutionary act; allowing researchers and interested 
citizens to read vast sources of  history will make room for a 
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different interpretation of events, lending a space for new 
narratives that may not be in line with what is propagated by 
the state. presently, the National archives are not accessible 
to non-specialists. ‘The questions we ask about those insti-
tutions are the same questions we ask about others: who are 
they supposed to serve? The revolution is trying to ask the 
same question’, says Fahmy. In a sentiment similar to that 
of  Dar el- kutub –   Bab el- khalk’s former head Iman ezzedine, 
Fahmy believes that the state has claimed jurisdiction over 
egypt’s National archives. ‘The officials in charge of the 
arch ives think of it as the archives of the government, as the 
administrative section of the egyptian government. When 
different government agencies suddenly realise that there is 
something called the National archives they think it is the 
suitable place where they can deposit their unwanted docu-
ments. It’s a dumping ground’, added Fahmy. In other words, 
the archive has become a purging vat for ministries and gov-
ernmental bodies, a place where unwanted documents are 
left to collect dust away from the public’s eye, burying any 
proof of potentially unlawful actions by the state.

In an interview in ahram online in 2013, the english lan-
guage portal of  egypt’s biggest news organisation al- ahram, 
the Head of the National archives was quoted as saying: ‘I was  
informed by the official that [the papers] were occupying space  
so they decided to dispose of them. another senior official sent  
a fax asking permission to sell 50 tons of documents that 
belonged to his institution, an unimaginable action consid-
ered a crime by law’.3 The interview was published after the 
National archives managed to retrieve old documents from 
antiques markets, presumably deposited by a number of offi-
cial directorates, ministries, and governmental institutions.

critics of the government’s approach to producing and 
disseminating information, including journalist and archiv-
ing expert Lina attalah, have labeled the current collection at 
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egypt’s National archives a mortal archive. alongside Fahmy, 
attala was a member of the committee that drafted the first 
freedom of information bill in 2011. Today, they both still 
dream of reestablishing the archive as a laboratory that fuels 
collaboration and breeds innovative ideas.

‘Don’t wait for the archive’
about 20 years ago, a group of mostly female researchers and 
university professors who were concerned by the feminist 
movements had a thought: they will help change the status 
of women in egypt and in the arab region by rereading and 
rewriting history. Following this premise, they founded the 
Women and Memory Foundation, a cairo- based research 
hub committed to collecting and documenting roles played 
by women in history. The predominant narrative at the time 
was that the feminist movement in egypt was a result of 
the tireless efforts of only a handful of women, an account 
propagated by outdated school curricula, academic papers, 
and most media outlets, according to Maissan Hassan, pro-
grammes manager at the foundation. ‘The narrative is being 
constructed as if the state is the only one responsible for 
any gains of the women’s movement’,4 said Hassan, a reality  
that begged the founders to shed light on a range of  egyptian 
women that have not made it in to the current archives. It 
was the lack of adequate documentation of women’s par-
tici pation in society that bred the idea for the Women and 
Memory Library and Documentation centre (WMldc) which 
launched in 2009, both online and offline, under the umbrella 
of the foundation. at the onset of the project, ‘we found that 
the accessibility of arabic material [about feminist move-
ments] in the region was very limited, especially through 
digital platforms. We found some research nGos and grass-
roots organisations that put their work online, but the idea of 
a resource centre did not exist at that time’, Hassan explained. 
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‘The predominant narrative makes it seem as though 
women were confined to the private sphere all along’, she 
added, maintaining that having the power to document 
history does not give one the right to discard accounts one 
does not agree with. The library, a composite of rooms in a 
humble apartment that is also the foundation’s headquar-
ters, welcomes researchers daily, though the number of vis-
itors remains between one to two a day. ‘We realise what we 
are offering is very specific’, said Hassan, adding that the 
WMldc is part of a consortium of  egyptian Libraries, mean-
ing that students enrolled in all national universities across 
the country can access the library’s content online. 

The consortium is an important collaboration between 
state institutions and the Women and Memory Foundation. 
But allying with the government on matters related to pro-
ducing and disseminating knowledge is not always an easy 
feat. soon after Mubarak was unseated, historian khaled 
Fahmy was asked by the General authority of the National 
archives to assemble a team to document the revolution. In 
other words, a state institution was commissioning their 
opponents to archive the revolution. To him, this was an 
unusual proposition. The team was called: The committee 
to Document the January 25 Revolution. Relying solely on 
volunteers, the task was to collect official recordings, mul-
timedia footage, grey literature, as well as social media 
updates that reflect the social and political upheaval that had 
just swept the country. In addition, the project was collect-
ing audio testimonies from different people that took part in 
the uprising; the mission was to gather as much information 
as possible from as many sources as possible. 

The project gradually fell through. after the months fol-
lowing the fall of Mubarak, a bloody relationship ensued 
between the armed forces and the people. as much as there 
were people siding with the army, there were many against 
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its handling of affairs. at the same time, much of the audio 
recordings collected seemed self-incriminating, and a proof 
of  legal protection was absent. ‘We could not give them a 
guarantee’, said Fahmy about those who volunteered their 
stories, citing this as one of the reasons the project came to 
a halt mid-way through. In addition, questions about what 
kind of information to collect were followed by debates on 
when the revolution actually started. as events were still 
unfolding rapidly and with unexpected turns, the act of col-
lection became all the more difficult. ‘as time dragged on,  

Tahrir cinema, 2 December, 2011
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we [members of the committee] got involved, our friends and  
colleagues were arrested; we had protests we needed to 
attend, articles we needed to write… We found that it was very  
difficult to document the revolution when it hasn’t finished.’ 

Meanwhile, several independent initiatives sprouted in an 
effort to document the uprising of  January 2011. at the front-
line of these efforts is Mosireen,5 a crowd-funded media col-
lective that boasts a vast video archive of the revolution that 
opposes state media narrative; Wikithawra,6 an extensive 
online database that chronicles major events since 2011, in 
addition to maintaining statistics about deaths and injuries; 
Tahrir Monologues,7 a collection of testimonies written and 
collected throughout the months that followed the down-
fall of Mubarak. Many personal stories have been acted out 
on stages across egypt, lending them a sense of continu-
ity. The forte of these initiatives is that they give a voice to 
those ambushed by state media. In a vast sea of information  
unsteadied by shifting perspectives, personal memories are  
kept alive in books, songs, and oftentimes on public walls. 
Their downside, however, is that these initiatives remain 

Mosireen: a place to collect and distribute archival videos of the 
revolution, open between 8 pm and 2 am; July sit-in, 16 July, 2011
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scattered and are predominantly online, rendering their 
durability uncertain. Moreover, most of the content of this 
ad hoc archive is not accurately catalogued or tagged, mak-
ing it difficult to access from external search engines and 
hence isolating it from a large number of researchers, rais-
ing once again the question of accessibility. and while these 
initiatives are laudable for essentially changing who narrates 
history, the imminent question is how do we make possi-
ble the telling of multiple narratives while ensuring that 
none of the entangled parties dismiss the other’s storyline?  
as cairo- based writer Naira antoun suggested: ‘The ques-
tion then is not what story to tell, but how to enable the tell-
ing of multiple stories and narratives. What to collect, how 
to organise the material are of course deeply political ques-
tions, for they will shape, limit, enable what stories it will 
be possible to tell’.8 The most difficult part of archiving the 
events of  January 2011 is deciding when it started and where 
it ends, and consequently choosing what to include. 

egyptians now are aware that it is their inherent right to 
know, and as such there has been an apparent increase in 
consciousness about the importance of  historical narratives.  
so even if the freedom of information bill is on a far-off dock,  
and even if in 2014, three years after the onset of the uprising, 
voices across the political spectrum are still being silenced, 
many will continue to document what they can of their mem-
ories, if only to hold on to a morsel of  hope that their stories 
too will not be silenced.

How this consciousness can fuel a more inclusive and 
pub licly-accessible archive is what seems to be missing from 
current debate among implicated ministries. That, and the 
relevance of national institutions dedicated to collecting, 
safekeeping, and impartially disseminating information 
can become measures for a truly progressive, representative 
government.
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Romanticism and the architecture  
of public Libraries

Jorge Reis



The Universe (which others call the Library)
Jorge Luis Borges1
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In The Library: A World History, James campbell argues that 
‘the history of  libraries has been a story of constant change 
and adaptation’.2 This essay proposes that these changes 
are closely related to artistic and cultural transformations in 
society, and that there is a direct link between each period 
and the architectural typology of its libraries. at its core, the 
architectural expression of a library conveys an idea of cul-
ture: the relationship of an epoch with the book.

The central argument of this essay is that a different type 
of  library corresponds to each epoch and that the last great-
est transformation in the architecture of  libraries occurrs 
with Romanticism. The Romantic characteristics of indom-
itable will, the denial of structure, and the notion of exile are 
translated into art primarily through the idea of movement. 
During the Romantic period natural light becomes the most 
important element, which architects use in order to express 
movement. since then it has allowed the construction of an 
emotional space based upon its dramatic perception.

somehow these three features will be transposed to art 
by means of movement, ie movement is that which repre-
sents and explains these notions in art. The willingness to 
represent movement will lead architecture to consider as its 
most important element natural light. From Romanticism 
onwards, natural light is that which will be treated with para-
mount importance because it allows an emotional construc-
tion of space based upon its dramatic perception.

Three typological phases
Despite the continuous transformation in the design of  lib-
raries, it is possible to divide its history in three major phases  
that encompass a range of other changes.

The first phase begins with the origin of  libraries in anti-
quity where, as campbell points out ‘most of the types of   
libraries that exist today have their roots’.3
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The second phase corresponds to a period from the Middle  
ages to the end of the enlightenment, in which libraries are 
created as part of  buildings with different primary function 
(eg libraries in monasteries).

The third phase begins with Étienne-Louis Boullée’s pro-
ject for the Bibliothèque Royale (paris, 1780), which consid-
ers the library as a singular and autonomous building, and is 
deeply related to the modern idea of a public library. This third 
phase can be subdivided into a fourth major transfor mation, 
wherein the library holds the main function of a building  
that serves an ensemble of additional purposes. The pivotal 
moment for this transformation is the international compe-
tition for the Bibliothèque Nationale in paris in 1989.

This typological division of  libraries is an attempt to 
identify major trends and does not mean that during the 
third phase there are no libraries being built in monaster-
ies. This division is possible if we consider the most impor-
tant characteristics of each phase: origin, dependence, and 
independence. each one of these three phases has differ-
ent expressions, but they are united by some key features. 
For example: a library in the Middle ages is quite different 
from a library in the Renaissance, but both satisfy the crite-
ria of  being part of a building with a different primary func-
tion. Nevertheless, there are exceptions to this rule.

even if it is true that there are examples of  libraries from 
the ancient world, from what we do know (and we do not  
know very much) they appear to be quite different from our 
modern concept of a public library. Romans were the first to  
have public libraries,4 but one can assume that a far-reaching  
concept of public for the Romans would have constituted 
Roman citizenship, which is still quite limited compared to 
our modern idea of public. Besides that, there is an extreme 
lack of evidence concerning ancient libraries. The ruins 
themselves do not provide unquestionable architectural 
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evidence, and the function and organisation of those spaces 
is frequently a matter of dispute.

considering these issues regarding ancient libraries, it  
is reasonable to attribute the original concept of librar-
ies as public spaces to Boullée and Henri Labrouste. They 
intro duce the modern understanding of  libraries as spaces 
that are truly meant for everyone. The library of  Labrouste 
(Bibliothèque sainte-Geneviève, paris, 1838–50) may not be 
the very first independent public library building, but it is 
certainly the most influential among the first modern pub-
lic libraries to be built.

Public buildings
The development of  libraries as independent buildings is 
made possible by an architectural context wherein unprece-
dented new building types are emerging. The idea for a 
public building appears immediately before the French 
Revolution and is associated with ‘the conviction that mon-
umental public buildings and urban spaces might spon-
sor a renewal of civic life’.5 This shift from private to public 
domain has a symbolical significance since these new build-
ing types carry the promise of a new world. Despite the 
origination of many of these ideas in the 18th century a 
considerable part of them only come to fruition during the 
Romantic period in the 19th century, ‘the crucial century’6 
for new building types.

The modern library, as a public building, seems to be 
more a consequence, than a product of the enlightenment 
and it is possible to identify two specific moments. The first, 
during the enlightenment, in which the incredible develop-
ment of experimental science provoked a broadening in the 
understanding of the different areas of  knowledge, leading  
to the neces sity to collect, classify, and systematise that 
knowledge. The second moment can be defined by means of  
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the psycho logical construction of the library which turns 
out to be its physical construction. The library is something 
more than a repository of  knowledge. Romanticism begins 
a symbolic construction of  libraries and the architecture of 
the period reflects these ideas. The idea of a public library 
emerges at the verge of the transition from enlightenment 
to Romanti cism in France.

The first project for a public library is that of  Étienne-Louis  
Boullée for the Bibliothèque Royale and appears around the 
1780s in a series of studies concerned with public building 
programmes. Boullée’s project is not built but gives an archi-
tectural type for a new programme, since there are no pre-
vious examples of independent library buildings known at 
that time, and states a spatial approach, which still influ-
ences libraries today. Most of all, Boullée’s project has a very  
clear influence on the first public library built in France, 
and is certainly the most influential project of this period. 
The book shelves surrounding the reading room, stepped  
gallery, or even the longitudinal floor plan are some exam-
ples of this influence.

Romanticism
oscar Wilde’s famous ‘Life imitates art’7 from the end of the 
Romantic period is not just a paradoxical aphorism; rather, 
it expresses a common sentiment of the time. It is precisely  
the central role of art that makes Romanticism the latest 
great artistic and cultural revolution in western civilisation.

Isaiah Berlin is able to synthesise the immense diversity 
of  Romantic expressions in two characteristics: an ‘indomi-
table will’ and the idea that ‘there is no structure of things’.8 
By indomitable will Berlin means:

There is no copying, there is no adaptation, there is no learning  
of the rules, there is no external check, there is no structure  
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which you must understand and adapt yourself to before you  
can proceed. The heart of the entire process is invention, creation, 
making, out of  literally nothing, or out of any materials that 
may be to hand. The most central aspect of this view is that  
your universe is as you choose to make it.9

The second proposition is a consequence of the first:

The universe must not be conceived of as a set of facts, as a pattern 
of events, as a collection of  lumps in space, three-dimensional 
entities bound together by certain unbreakable relations […]  
The universe is a process of perpetual forward self-thrusting,  
perpetual self-creation.10

perhaps the simplest way to understand the origins of  Ro man- 
 ti cism is to recall Johann Georg Hamann who saw that ‘God 
was not a geometer […]  but a poet’.11

Romanticism is born out of a revolution against every-
thing and thus, as anything that defines itself against some-
thing, is limited and indeed bound by that which it criticises. 
Romantics have to overcome this negation to attain an affir-
mation of principles by means of the affirmation of a supreme,  
random, and obstinate individual will.

The French Revolution is fundamental because of what it 
makes possible:

The Revolution was an immense imaginative delirium of the human 
community. The prophecies of the 19th century, the eschato logical 
speculations are not, free fantasies; the revolution ary precedent gives 
to modern utopias a new validity; the possible and the impossible, 
the real and the unreal have seen their signification change drama-
tically, their respective limits become blurred, or even disappear.12

From then on utopias become reasonable possibilities.
French Romanticism is deeply connected with the natio-

nal revolution to the extent that it ‘defined itself according to 
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the Revolution, first disapproved then celebrated as the first 
approach to a glorious future’.13 This is why the first project 
for a public library is conceived during the enlightenment, 
but the first public library to be built is only made possible 
during the Romantic period.

Georges Gusdorf  14 recalls that there is a permanent dia - 
logue with the past, ancient or medieval, either for the sake  
of continuity or rupture. It is no longer possible to look at  
those epochs without considering the influence of  Roman-
ticism to our understanding. By being a reconstruction of 
the past in the present, it is, above all, an attempt to rebuild 
two different cultures with distinct approaches to what a 
book is. antiquity, roughly speaking, is based upon an oral 
culture. During the Middle ages, the book gains impor-
tance and, consequently, more thought is given to the book’s 
place in society, both physical and figurative. at its heart, 
Romanticism is an outcast cry due to a den ial of the imme-
diate past but also due to sentiments of  hum ili ation, con-
tempt, and scorn suffered by its authors:

All men, even if they don’t change place, must individually real-
ise the experience of exile. If the spiritual environment changes,  
if the established values suffer a radical mutation, those who  
do not move are aware of becoming displaced individuals in  
their own country.15

To feel expatriate in one’s own country is one of the most 
defining experiences for these men from which a certain 
revolt emerges because ‘they were a remarkably unworldly 
body of men. They were poor, they were timid, they were 
bookish, they were very awkward in society’.16

When Novalis answers to ‘Where are we going then?’ with 
‘always home’17 he is stressing an expatriate feeling. In fact, 
Romanticism can be understood as ‘the search for a place’18 
alongside ‘the search for the absolute’.19
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The ideas of permanent revolution and a deification of the  
past may seem contradictory, but are based upon the same 
dissatisfaction with the present moment. This is why:

Romanticism, far from affirming l’esprit du temps, takes its 
time anachronistically, in the opposite direction of  history, which 
is not working for poetry, for the lyrical interiority, but for the 
rule of  brass of a triumphant industry, for the fabrics and the 
railroads, for economic expansion with no limits.20

Romanticism is ‘a product of  historiography’21 and so its 
outcome is unpredictable.

Berlin synthesises the essence of  Romanticism as: ‘will, 
and man as an activity, as something which cannot be described 
because it is perpetually creating; you must not even say that  
it is creating itself, for there is no self, there is only move-
ment’.22 Movement is key to understanding Romantic art be-
cause it becomes a metaphor for the idea of indomitable will.

Movement is represented in different ways: through the 
painting of a billow sea; through a sculpture apparently 
un finished; through the accelerated rhythm of a poem; or 
through an exalted symphony. This representation of move-
ment in art is deeply connected with a desire to break the 
existing conventions. Innovation in art is very seldom a ques-
tion of revolution, it is more a product of change achieved 
through certain rules of composition, through a canon, and 
there are indeed few revolutions worthy of that title in art. 
Romanticism itself does not represent such a break with the 
art of the past, but it tries to create a rupture with its rules 
of composition.

Romanticism establishes a hierarchy in artistic expres-
sion defined by the ability each form of art has to express the 
indomitable will. Music becomes the most important art in 
Romanticism since it is, as Berlin sees it in schopenhauer, 
‘the expression of the naked will’.23 Music is the ideal art for 
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a movement which wants life to follow art, as Wilde says 
‘music is the art in which form and matter are always one, 
the art whose subject cannot be separated from the method 
of its expression, the art which most completely realises 
the artistic ideal, and is the condition to which all the other 
arts are constantly aspiring’.24 painting and literature, espe-
cially poetry, follow next. and finally, mainly due to its static 
nature we find sculpture, and at last architecture.

Romanticism and architecture
The first public library is a construction of  Romanticism 
both in its intentions and its architecture. Typical exam-
ples of  Romantic architecture are commonly considered to 
be the oneiric visions of pena National palace (portugal) or 
Neuschwanstein castle (Germany), and this is due to the way 
architecture is read, rooted in the particular way it is repre-
sented as a form of art.

It may be useful to recall that ‘all art is quite useless’.25 
What makes architecture a half-art, an expression used by 
numerous authors, is the difficulty to draw the line of use-
fulness. a poem in itself does not have any practical objec-
tive purpose, but there is a point from which architecture 
becomes useful. The problem of confrontation with archi-
tecture is evaluated by Bruno Zevi in Saper Vedere L’Architettura: 
it is about the representation of architecture, but also about 
the confrontation in loco with the architectural object. The 
stillness of such an object makes it hard to represent the 
impetuosity of  Romanticism. However, architecture is not 
simply a huge sculpture. approaching the object is already 
part of the architectural experience. In the ambulations 
around and through the object, architecture gains expres-
sion, dimension, and depth.
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a common misreading of architecture is to perceive it 
only through vision. The fact that the easiest way to repre-
sent architecture is through drawing or photography, makes 
it easier to compare it with other visual arts. This misinter-
pretation consists in trying to explain architecture by look-
ing first and foremost to the visual arts; looking for literal 
translations of the visual language of  Romantic painters 
such as c D Friedrich, into an architectural form. Instead, 
a much more in-depth approach would be to identify the 
intention behind such paintings and see if it is traceable in 
an architectural expression. The problem with this misap-
prehension is that it fails to take into consideration the fact 
that architects are very much aware of what is happening 
around them and do not answer in a mere visual way.

on the other hand, architects tend to see architecture 
as the motor for change, a view heavily influenced by Le 
corbu sier’s idea of ‘architecture or Revolution’ expressed 
in Vers Une Architecture. This slightly exaggerated statement 
contribu tes to the notion that architecture should be looked 
at from the inside out. What happens is quite the contrary. 
architects more often than not respond to the changing 
environ ment around them. This is suggested by Zevi 26 when 
he states that the renewal of architecture is born out of a 
social impulse and urban expansion. Reality imposes itself 
upon architecture and forces it to change.

The indomitable will, the denial of the structure and the 
experience of exile are represented by expressions of move-
ment in Romantic art. In the case of architecture, movement  
is achieved by imposing a path upon the spectator. Movement  
is thereby about three-dimensional perception as much as it 
is about capturing an instant, and thus creating an impres-
sion. Romantic architecture will therefore suggest dramatic 
spatial variations inspired by Boullée, which will become an 
expression of will through the metaphor of movement.
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although Boullée is closer to the enlightened experience,  
his projects are highly influential to Romantic architects 
since Boullée evokes ‘the sublime emotions of terror and 
tranquillity through the grandeur of  his conceptions’.27

Romantic architecture after Boullée explores the expres-
sion of movement emphasising a sensorial perception of 
space through a drastic transition of spaces and a confron-
tation with monumental scale and light.

The famous dilemma of style in the 19th century architec-
ture is a direct expression in architectural terms of the expe-
rience of exile that Gusdorf puts at the heart of the Romantic 
feeling. The problem of style is the longing for a place in 
time and, through this problem, the Romantic sensibility  
becomes relevant to architecture. Through indecision, archi-
tecture takes a wavering path to explore different expres-
sions with varying results, on some occasions taking the 
form of  Neuschwanstein, on others that of  sainte-Geneviève, 
but at its heart all these architectural expressions represent 
an outcast experience.

Romantic libraries
all the enunciated factors are critical in understanding what 
might be considered the Romantic transformation of  libra ries. 
When Boullée and Labrouste introduce the idea of the library 
split apart from a main building with a different function, 
the most important room becomes the reading room, and it 
is there that all afore-mentioned formal issues are material-
ised. The reading room then goes on to develop a dramatic 
sensorial perception of space mainly through a confronta-
tion with scale and light. Romantic architecture dramatises 
the experience of space using all the architectural elements 
known. The wide range of experimentation made during this 
period should be read according to this willingness to create 
an emotional (but not sentimental) architecture.
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a key factor for the Romantic revolution in the architec-
ture of  libraries is the importance of  light. The ideological 
foundation and technical development of the period enables  
Romantic architects to adopt an element as subjective as 
light as a primary one. Light has always been carefully treated 
by architecture; it has also been explored in different ways.  
In the architecture of  libraries, however, light is seen essen-
tially as a necessity to reading, that is as something func-
tional. With the invention of gas light, which is used in the 
library of  Labrouste, natural light is no longer an absolute 
necessity and so it begins to be explored in an emotional 
way. It becomes theatrical. Light is first treated as another 
architectural element and then as the most important one, 
because through a careful and purposeful use of  light archi-
tecture can attain a new expression. 

a preference for natural light is deeply rooted in the idea  
of movement. The most ancient form of  light –   fire light –  is  
very vivid and expressive and is never monotonous. Gas light  
and electric light on the other hand are quite uniform, and uni-
formity is something Romantics hate. Romantics aim to find  

Étienne-Louis Boullée, Bibliothèque Royale, paris, 1780
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a way to impose movement upon light and the simplest way  
to do that is to work directly with that which is always moving, 
that is natural light. The way natural light is explored in con-
temporary libraries is not only about an efficient use of natural  
light, but also about creating a dramatic perception of space.

Boullé proposes a longitudinal plan, with a vaulted axis, 
with four walls covered with books. Natural light penetrates 
the building only from the top, inspired by churches and pre-
vious libraries. With this plan, Boullée establishes what a 
reading room should be and shows how every spatial artifice 
works within the most public and important room in a library.

From Boullée onwards, libraries become a new temple for  
a new society – a temple of  knowledge. The vaulted and longi-
tud inal plan of the reading room, which creates a hall, is com-
parable to the central axis of a church. a similarity is obvious 
in the scale, but it is in the treatment of  light that the similar-
ity is emphasised. The hall-type library also proposes a free  
plan which is a revolutionary idea in architecture at the time.

The formal and symbolic similarities between libraries 
and churches account for some of the reasons why architects 
are as interested in designing libraries as they are in design-
ing churches. By doing so, architects place themselves in a 
long tradition and they compare themselves to old masters.

It is important to point out a significant difference be -
tween the idea of an enlightenment library, in which we can 
include the encyclopaedic libraries, and a Romantic library. 
enlighten ment has a conception of finite knowledge. even 
an enormous amount of  knowledge is finite. This idea cor-
responds to the enlightenment view of the universe as some-
thing limited. at its heart, enlightenment professes that one 
can learn to know every thing. This is manifested in the crea-
tion of the encyclo paedia, which is supposed to concentrate 
all known knowledge. on the other hand, Romanticism has 
the conception that knowledge is infinite, so is the universe, 
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and so should be its libraries. There is an obsessive notion 
in the idea of an infinite library that can only be fulfilled by 
a Romantic mind. Related obsessions are still present today, 
especially in legal-deposit libraries, which are meant to col-
lect everything being published.

In order to see how this Romantic conception is still influ - 
ential, one may look at what are arguably the two most sig-
nificant contemporary texts about libraries by Jorge Luis 
Borges 28 and Umberto eco.29  When one looks at the descrip-
tions Borges or eco write of what a library should be, one can 
easily identify Romantic notions. Borges envisions a library 
as a way to glimpse into the infinite, because it is a symbolic 
representation of the universe.

Bibliothèque Sainte-Geneviève
It is very common to see sainte-Geneviève portrayed as the 
first independent library building. even though that is not 
the case, it appears to have been the first in France. Many 
scholars assumed that sainte-Geneviève was the first inde-
pendent library ever built. Despite it being a mistake this 
proves the enormous influence of this library.

another feature of sainte-Geneviève, often praised for 
being an innovation, is the visible internal iron structure. 
Nikolaus pevsner 30 states that this is in fact the first time that 
iron appeares internally exposed, but according to campbell 31  
it is not Labrouste’s choice. It is rather an imposed necessity 
to protect against fire. Nevertheless, Labrouste can be cred-
ited for what he accomplishes with iron, because he creates 
‘a new language of decoration appropriate to the material’.32

In what directly concerns the library’s design, it is hard to 
find a single characteristic that can be called innovative. The 
innovation in sainte-Geneviève, as campbell  33 recalls, lies 
in the way Labrouste combines existing elements in order to 
attain a new expression.
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It is in this dialogue with the past and in the way Labrouste 
is ‘able to probe the principles of past styles (not just to parrot  
their effects), then to translate these into authentic vocab-
ularies of their own and achieve a prodigious imaginative 
unity in their results’,34 that we see how Labrouste reaches a 
new expression. This confrontation with the past combined 
with the willingness to change and adapt represents the 
materialisation of  Romantic ideals. For example, campbell 35 
argues that there is no structural need to have central col-
umns and that it is done by purely aesthetic motivations. 
This shows how Labrouste alters Boullée’s library and how 
he tries to emphasise the idea of a secular building. It is no 
longer possible to establish a comparison between the two 
vaulted halls of the library and the central nave of a church.

There is another characteristic that defines the Romantic 
architectural expression in sainte-Geneviève: a promenade 
meant to exhilarate a theatrical perception of space. The 
entrance hall, with its naïve garden paintings, is small and 
has no natural light. This consequently creates a dramatic 
transition between the entrance and the reading room. With 

Henri Labrouste, Bibliothèque de sainte-Geneviève, paris, 1838–50
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this radical transition, the reading room appears to be much 
larger than it actually is. This approach is first explored by 
Boullée, but especially favoured among Romantic architects, 
because it evokes very simply and directly striking emotions 
in the viewer.

Bibliotèque Nationale
The third phase in the historical and typological evolution 
of  libraries is defined by the independence of the building.  
That conception undergoes a critical transformation when  
independent library buildings begin to aggregate many other  
functions. The key moment for that transformation is the 
international competition for the design of the Bibliothèque 
Nationale in paris in 1989. The winner is Dominique perrault 
and the library is completed by 1996. But even more impor-
tant than the project and its final result is the discussion 
that the competition allows to develop. With this compe-
tition, leading architects from around the world attempt to 
devise solutions for the challenges of a new type of  library. 
The approach proposed by Rem koolhaas with oMa is quite 
elucidatory: tGb –  Très Grande Bibliothèque.

In perrault’s project, there is an ‘axial monumentality’,36 
emphasised by an incredible scale which must be read accord-
ing to ‘a renewed interest in the meaning of the city’.37 In fact, 
this is the most significant feature of this library. It works 
on several scales, and the urban scale – the scale of the city –  
is perhaps the most rhetoric one. Despite the enormous mon-
umentality, perrault manages to create intermediary scales.  
There is an increasing amount of public space areas, where 
the library no longer functions solely as a place for consul-
ting books. The fact that many other functions are concei ved 
as part of the library reveals the idea of the library as a cul-
tural centre, as a place not only for work, but also for leisure.
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Despite a concentration of additional functions, the read-
ing room is still the crucial element in the design of the 
Bibliothèque Nationale, as is the reinterpretation of the read-
ing room as a hall. It surrounds a garden in a way that makes 
it hard to recognise that one is in the centre of  paris. The high  
ceilings and a wall of glass facing the garden open the space 
to the exterior from which filtered light enters the room.

similarly to many previous examples, ranging from Boullée 
to Labrouste and beyond, an environmental condition as 
subjective as light comes to define the library space here, 
even more so than the structural architectural elements. It 
is indeed hard to find an architectural element more imma-
terial than light. The way the architecture of  libraries has 
tried to work with light is crucial to understanding it. Light 
is what allows for a dramatic perception of space, creating 
striking emotions in the observer. This type of emotional 
architecture is deeply rooted in the Romantic period.

Present tendencies
among the many different directions in the architecture 
of  libraries today, there are three major trends that can be 
roughly categorised as the small-town library, the university 
library, and the mega-library.

The small-town library, which will likely persist for a long  
time, is deeply rooted in democratic principles that do not 
allow ignoring more peripheral regions. This type of  library 
does not imply a great amount of economic expenses and 
has indeed great cultural and social advantages. such librar-
ies serve as small but very enthusiastic cultural centres. The 
library catalogue is usually devoted to more general themes, 
with some books specifically relating to the geographic and 
cultural region of the particular library branch. It is possible 
to find the great literary classics, some regional authors, and 
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often books from a wide range of cultural subjects, ranging 
from history to art, for instance.

an interesting example of this type is the Library of Viana 
do castelo by Álvaro siza, inaugurated in 2008. This library 
matches the description of the small-town library but is also 
a remarkable interpretation of the programme of a library.

Its lifted cloister is opened both to the interior and to the 
exterior of the quadrangle. The narrow fenêtres en longueur, 
are not meant to open the library to the city nor to the river, 

Dominique perrault, Bibliothèque Nationale, paris, 1996
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but to control the natural light. once again, an example of   
how the treatment of  light remains continuously critical to  
the design of a library. The design is also highly functional. 
There is diffused natural light which comes from the top and 
the height of the longitudinal windows is especially well-
suited for reading desks.

as in previous cases, there is a path that leads to the read-
ing room. The entrance is slightly darker, but the staircase 
leading up to the reading room is illuminated. Thus, light is 
used to guide the visitor naturally along the route to reach 
the reading room. The reading room has no high ceilings, no 
pretentious scale, but the elegant and efficient design sur-
mounts the lack of grandiose appearance.

The second tendency in contemporary library architec-
ture is manifested in university libraries. This tendency is 
very old and is likely to persist for numerous reasons. This 
type of  library tends to be much larger in size and scale com-
pared to town libraries. University libraries are expected to 
have many more books, from a vast range of subjects, which 
are to be used by students or researchers.

Álvaro siza, Library of Viana do castelo, 2008
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In the Library of the Humbolt University of  Berlin, desig-
ned by Max Dudler, the most remarkable feature is the re - 
interpretation of the reading room as a grand hall. The treat - 
ment of  light here is also significant. Natural light, flood-
ing the space both from the ceiling and the external walls, 
combined with the composition of the reading room with  
its stepped platforms achieves an impressive result. Further-
more, the stepped and open platforms in the room allow for 
different spatial perceptions of the room from each one of 
the platforms. The way the open-stacks shelving system is 
arranged within the space allows for a very fluid circulation, 
which is another significant aspect of the design of this 
li brary. The spatial arrangement of the Humbolt University 
Library highlights the fact that university libraries are not 
intended to be cultural centres, or simply places to consult 
books, they are first and foremost places for study.

The third major tendency in the architecture of  librar-
ies today is inaugurated by the Bibliothèque Nationale in 
paris. The mega-library is a construction of the great and 
the developing economic powers. In the long run it is hard 

Max Dudler, Grimm centre, Humbolt University of  Berlin, 2009
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to tell whether these libraries will retain their significance 
and practicality. Many of them, the less interesting ones at 
least, could very likely be abandoned or converted to general 
national archives or legal-deposit libraries.

The critical characteristic of these libraries is the over-
whelmingly large scale. The Bibliothèque Nationale in paris 
still manages to work on several scales; one may argue how 
successfully that is accomplished, but it is clear that the 
control of different scales is a concern. some more recent 
mega-library constructions face the same problems, and not 
all of them have successful solutions.

The National Library of  china in Beijing, completed in 
2008, aspires to collect everything published in chinese and 
also to be the chinese library with more Western titles. such 
ambitious aims demand necessarily a building of gigantic 
proportions. It is a clear example of architecture ‘intended 
to stand out on an urban scale’.38 To stand out is clearly dif-
ferent from working with the urban scale and that seems to 
be the critical problem this type of  library will increasingly 
be confronting in the future. In many such libraries, the 
grand urban gesture seems to have been designed to stand 
out, rather than be constructed as a space that can manage 
different degrees of  layers and scales.

To be capable to manage all the variables of a mega-build-
ing is much more difficult than to design a small one; it is 
like composing a symphony as opposed to a violin concerto. 
For instance, it is very difficult, although not impossible, 
to achieve an interesting treatment of  light in many such 
buildings. In the case of the National Library of  china, the 
gigantic dimension of the library is counter-balanced by the 
stepped reading room. on balance, the main problem this 
tendency in the construction of  libraries suffers from is the 
risk of disproportion.
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although mega-libraries are being built around the globe 
at an increasing rate, this tendency is likely to change. The 
economic or environmental effort of such enterprises poses 
several doubts about both efficiency and usefulness. What 
will probably substitute the mega-library will be a mega- 
archive, such as that of the Bodleian Library. Libraries will 
still have a considerable size, especially university libraries, 
but the gigantic scale of mega-libraries will probably not last 
for long. The obsession to record everything produced in the 
past is a Romantic one, still present today, and will likely not 
disappear because an agreement about what can be forgot-
ten seems impossible. Therefore, the only possible solution 
is to archive everything.

Jürgen engel, National Library of  china, Beijing, 2008
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Introduction
This article discusses the research and reflects on the the-
oretical concepts applied to the practical design project, 
Lisbon’s central Library and Municipal archive, developed 
for the alcântara area in Lisbon, portugal.

on an urban level, the alcântara hub is an interdiscipli-
nary platform integrated in a city system –  an entry point 
into the historic city centre of  Lisbon. For this project I was 
interested in analysing the development of the relationship 
between (re)thinking the territory and the meaning of a 
hybrid building. This relation comes as a result of the decen-
tralisation of the industry in alcântara and, consequentially, 
the expansion of the urban territory. such spaces render new 
opportunities for urban regeneration. Given its intermodal 
nature, alcântara is one of the largest and most dynamic 
infrastructural points in Lisbon. 

The development of this urban space embraces the rela-
tionship between the public building and the hybrid territory 
through its local (interaction of the building with the loca-
tion and its industrial nature) and global connections (trans-
portation connections that allow a swift connection between 
alcântara and the various reference points in the city). Thus, 
a public building developed in this area can become a defin-
ing element of the city’s public domain.

Contextual background
With regard to public libraries, the concept behind Lisbon’s 
central Library and Municipal archive bears connections 
to the central Library of  Berlin, developed in the 1970s.  
The concept (on a project level) was developed further 
by Rem koolhaas (oMa) in 1998 for the seattle central  
Library. koolhaas’s concept was based on the organisation of  
the architectural programme and the display in platforms, 
separating or congregating spaces. The approach to the  
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pro gramme is to consolidate similar areas, in which each 
platform corresponds to a specific programme; each plat-
form has a specific function that differs in size, flexibility, 
access organisation, structure, and public or private areas. 
The hierarchy among these elements helps the development 
and organisation of the building, and the key characteristic 
of this approach is that it can be divided into programmes 
and mediators. The programmes are elements that allow  
a particular building to be used for a specific purpose, and 
in this case define an organisational strategy in collabora-
tion with the mediators. The mediators can be identified as 
devices that enable the physical connection or separation 
between two programmes.

The interstitial spaces organise the connections between 
platforms with working, interaction, and event operations, 
allowing librarians to encourage the use of the library’s col-
lections. These interstitial spaces, functioning as mediators, 
can be informal auditoriums or even ramps that connect 
spaces –  where one can read and the walls can function as 
bookshelves.

as in the above-mentioned public libraries, the project for 
Lisbon’s central Library and Municipal archive falls within 
the hybrid-building category. The hybrid concept is defined 
as the intercrossing of different species (ie it can be applied 
to several categories), composed of different elements, and 
can be included in a hybrid style.

american cities, like New York, reflect the great (r)evolu-
tion of this architectural code (hybrid) from the beginning of 
the 20th century until the 1960s. a critical vision and analysis  
on the ‘modernist functional clarity’ is what Rem koolhaas 
describes in his book Delirious New York.1 Deter mining factors  
like the high density of american city centres and the func-
tional segregation contributed to the develop ment of new 
typologies. The hybrid building began its existence in the 
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field of market economy and was reflec ted in the design 
of  land parcels. In this respect, high- rise buildings gained 
new uses, as in the case of the Downtown athletic club, one 
of the first social clubs of its time. public activities were now 
extended to the inside of  buildings, consequently leading 
to several typological changes. It was there fore determined  
that hybrid buildings could be: The Metropolitan Hybrid, 
The Indeterminate Hybrid, The Mat Hybrid, and The Topo-
graphic Hybrid. In this context, the New York Zoning Law 
was approved in 1916. It considered a simple regular mesh 
offering flexibility and simultaneously regulating the uses, 
the height, and the massing of new build ings. Thus, estab-
lishing parameters such as solar inci dence on façades and 
the width of streets (eg the Down town athletic club).

By the end of the 20th century, with the globalisation and 
rise of competition among contemporary cities, the question 
about the potential of  hybrid buildings in the 21st century 
gained greater relevance.

The different purposes to which the hybrid concept has 
been applied, as well as its unnecessary subdivisions, create  
several misinterpretations regarding the term. In the philo-
sophical context of the 21st century, the definition of  hybrid 
proves a difficult one and is sometimes confused with a prac-
tice that relates to it. It is possible that this lack of formal  
definition is a result of the permanent cultural transforma-
tion, which underlies urban territories. culture, through its 
social actors, generates processes in constant mutation, to 
which hybrid programmes must continuously adapt. It is in  
this process of transformation that the best opportunities  
for change in architectural culture can be found, as discussed, 
for example, in the inter national seminar open source 2010 –  
 architecture as an open culture.2

currently, one of the main issues for buildings to con-
tinue to work in active urban networks is the integration of 
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public programmes within the buildings –  the idea of verti-
calisation of the public domain. For Lisbon’s central Library 
and Municipal archive a special path was created to connect  
the two halls: a general hall, in the ground level, and the 21.60 
meter high library hall. This platform is the first standpoint 
between the river and the city, making this building unique  
in this territory and a new vision for public space in the city.

In the past three decades, entirely new spatial conditions that 
demand new definitions have emerged. Where space was consid-
ered permanent, it now feels transitory –  on its way to becoming. 
The words and ideas of architecture, once the official language  
of space, no longer seem capable of describing this proliferation  
of new conditions… (But) words that die in the real are reborn  
in the virtual.3

Project proposal
Lisbon’s central Library is part of the National Network of 
public Libraries. With a capacity for more than 50,000 people 
the building also comprises Lisbon’s Municipal archive. The 
archive is currently composed of three parts: the Histo rical 
and Intermediate archive in the Liberdade neighbour hood; 
the arco do cego archive in the arco do cego neighbour-
hood; and the photography archive on palma street, where 
the most important documents regarding the city of  Lisbon 
and the country are kept.

The proposal for the new central Library and Municipal 
archive building is formed by two volumes: a vertical body 
(the library, referenced as a new Tower of  Babel), and a hori-
zontal body (the archive) where the depositories and halls 
act as communication and sharing locations.

The project intends to integrate the public domain into 
the building. The large exterior plaza, a reference point in  
this area, contains the highest pedestrian flows and makes  



Top: public paths of the building 
Bottom: sustainability system
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possible to establish a connection between the two entrances 
of the building. The first (vertical body) connects the central  
square and the large hall of the library, where the pathways 
become reading areas. The second (horizontal body) con-
nects the intermodal station with the Municipal archive 
and Main auditorium entrance. These aspects express the 
idea that the two bodies are halls integrating new public 
spaces, initially non-existent in alcântara, inside the build-
ing. Through its programme, the ground floor determines 
the process to verticalise the public space on the several plat-
forms of the building. The verticalisation of the public space 
into the building is made possible by the different entrances 
at different levels. This idea also transforms the elevated 
square and the vertical coffee shop into new public areas.

The library’s elevated hall acts as the mediator between 
the reading and the archive areas, connecting them to the 
municipal archive depositories. In contemporary libraries,  
the hall is designated as the reference area and it is the loca-
tion where one has access to preliminary knowledge, an  
antechamber. The lobby establishes the relationship between  
the interior and the exterior of the building and guides the 
public toward the building’s various interior spaces. In prac-
tice, this area is intended for the reception and information 
of users. Users are guided to the reading areas, depositories, 
and to the Main auditorium through a suspended pathway 
inside the building.

In the Municipal archive, the main programmes are the 
depositories and warehouses (its core), although in the future  
the 1st-floor indoor parking lot could be used as an archive 
area, too. The public areas along the façades of the building  
are consultation and reading areas, and are divided by themes:  
the historical, educational, photography, and photographic 
heritage (photographs and cartography) departments. The 
main route starts in the hall of the Municipal archive and 



Above, overleaf: section B–B’ and West Façade of  Lisbon’s central Library  
and Municipal archive
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ends in the hall that leads to the auditorium, in opposite 
locations, covering the departments and the main areas of 
consultation. The archive hall is organised by themed plat-
forms connected by pathways, similar to those in the seattle 
Library and the Berlin central Library.

The articulation of the spaces takes place alongside the 
three main public pathways, formed by ramps. The connec-
tion between the library hall and the archive hall is where 
one can apprehend the different scales of the library, with a 
triple high ceiling, and the archive hall, at the city level. This 
path is essential because it is possible to exchange infor-
mation between the library and archive –  the idea being to 
share information in the physical space transitions. The pas-
sages of the library connect the reading areas (formal and 
informal), where users can consult documents along the 
façade whose walls are lined with bookshelves. The pathway 
through the archive organises it so that the depository areas 
are positioned in the centre and the reading areas along the 
façade. The reading areas exist at two levels (with 1.5 meter 
variation), the lower one being for quick research and the 
other for more in-depth research.

Considerations for the future
Today, what brings us to a space such as this one is the access 
to knowledge through an open community. The modern com-
ponent of the library resides in the sharing of information.  
according to these considerations, the modern library intro-
duces new information and approaches in which it increas-
ingly plays a role of social responsibility. The library remains 
one of the last public spaces with free access to information. 
The goal of this public library project is not to redefine the 
library as an institution based solely on books, but rather as 
an information platform, where documents are accessible to 
everyone. In this building it is possible to have access both 
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to new documents and information, as well as to the old and 
historic archives.

The library will increasingly become a mixed use building. […]  
A type of ‘futurescope’, as George Steiner called it. The scanning  
of documents and its availability online will progressively turn  
the library into a Babel Tower, one that is decreasingly physical 
and increasingly memory. 4

Libraries in the future will increasingly have a hybrid func-
tion where the interaction with the city and its public spaces 
will be ever greater. access to information will be part of the 
daily routine of its inhabitants and the urban nature of the 
city will also be integrated into the building.

Model 1 : 100.
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Notes from the stacks
Julius Motal



If you look up from your book in the salomon Room of the 
New York public Library’s Main Branch, there’s a good chance 
you’ll see a group of tourists, cameras slung unevenly around 
their necks, looking at the portraits that adorn the walls of 
the room. This is part of the nyPl’s charm. It has as much 
utility for tourists as it does for library goers. part gallery 
space, research centre, reading room, archive, performance 
space, and much else besides, the nyPl is a staple of  New 
York city life –  artistically, academically, and architecturally. 

The library was the subject of some controversy when  
renovation plans were announced in late 2012 to reduce  
the capacity of the reading room services and add a lending 
library to its main branch, which would have caused a sizable 
portion of the stacks to be moved offsite. Following criticism 
and petitioning from prominent members of the literary  
and academic community, as well as the general public,  
the plans were scrapped in early 2014 in favour of improving 
the existing design.

The photographs in this series aim to show the current 
intersection of the space and its patrons. They were put 
together over the course of several visits in late 2014. The 
Rose Main Reading Room was closed for repairs during my 
time there, so it does not make an appearance in this series.



























points of access: Reflections on  
public Libraries, special archives,  
and New Digital Initiatives

Marie Lécrivain



We pick our way down endless library shelves, choosing this or  
that volume for no discernible reason: because of a cover, a title,  
a name, because of something someone said or didn’t say, because 
of a hunch, a whim, a mistake, because we think we may find in 
this book a particular tale or character or detail, because we believe 
it was written for us, because we believe it was written for everyone 
except us and we want to find out why we have been excluded, 
because we want to learn, or laugh, or lose ourselves in oblivion.

alberto Manguel 1
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over the last few years as a library user, I have been confron-
ted with difficulties in accessing libraries on several levels: 
physical space, availability of materials, and difficulty with 
conducting research through databases. copyright and per-
missions policies also restrict library access, as do cuts in 
public funding that prevent libraries from performing essen-
tial functions like conservation and preservation. on the 
other hand, the number of emerging electronic resources 
may offer an alternative to accessing online databases, hard-
to-find editions, or digital collections from brick-and-mortar 
institutions. This article gathers observations I have made 
in Belgium, england, and France, where, at different points,  
I made various experiments with book searches.

access to PUblic libraries and  
sPecial collections in eUroPe

The local public library near my home in Brussels is only open  
four afternoons and two mornings a week. only recently has 
it started opening on some evenings. I recall going to my 
local library on Wednesday afternoons as a schoolchild –  the 
only time we were free from school and the library was open.  
I later discovered that the students from the closest neighbour-
hood had access to the university library in their area from  
eight in the morning to eight at night, Monday to saturday.

In most european countries, library users can browse 
books until late in the afternoon and even at night, as well 
as spend part of the weekend among the shelves. However, 
opening times for libraries remain vastly inconsistent, 
depen ding on their function or the size of the city. opening 
times can also vary depending on how the libraries are 
staffed (whether with full-time employees or volunteers), as 
well as according to their respective countries’ cultural pol-
itics. In France, for instance, a report states ‘libraries are 
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open 30 hours per week on average, while in copenhagen 
or amsterdam they are open around 100 hours on average 
[…] elsewhere, in europe, many cities boast libraries that  
remain open until 10 pm and systematically open on sundays’.2 
This report was established by nGo Bibliothèques sans 
Frontières (Librarians Without Borders) in the context of a 
petition calling for more frequent and longer library open-
ing hours, to which a librarians and civil servants collective 
answered: ‘Before thinking about opening on sundays and 
on evenings, libraries should function satisfactorily during 
the week.’3 according to Bibliothèques sans Frontières, the 
lack of opening hours reflects financial resources issues, yet 
they seem to ignore other questions of territories concerning 
libraries. The collective pursues, ‘If we remove close links, 
we will “lose” the less mobile populations, that is, the more 
destitute, by favouring people living in city centres or able to 
circulate more easily’.

London, UK
staying in London during 2013, I noticed how relatively easy 
access to local libraries is there. In one borough, there are 
smaller local libraries and one larger central building that 
serves as a learning centre with full access to new tech-
nology. No registration is needed for entry, but registered 
members can borrow books for free, and films for a small 
fee. However, most of these libraries, from borough-run to 
national, or even specialised libraries, ask for an id docu-
ment, as well as a proof of address.

on the other hand, one need not show research creden-
tials or certificates to enter some specialised libraries or 
archives such as st Bride Library or the Victoria & albert 
Museum National art Library. st Bride Library is a wonderful  
printing history library and typographical archive, run by a 
passio nate team of volunteers, where one can get free access  
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to the Reading Room for £5 / year. similarly, at the V&a 
National art Library, registered readers can consult books 
from the archive and use cameras free of charge to document 
their research.

 The British Library website also indicates: ‘anyone can 
apply for a Reader pass, but due to pressure on our services 
we cannot guarantee admission’, explaining that the library 
is different from public or university libraries, before adding,  
‘staff may suggest other, more appropriate libraries or sources  
for your research’. again, access is free and there is no need to  
show an accreditation, only a proof of identity and address.

The new Library of  Birmingham – probably one of the 
last examples of a library building on such a grand scale –  
opened its doors in 2013, replacing the city’s central library 
and becom ing one of the largest public libraries in the UK. 
However, other cities in Britain are plagued by library clos-
ings and declining conditions.

www.sbf.org.uk/library

www.sbf.org.uk/library
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Certainly, if you examine Britain’s library closures the story does 
get repetitive. According to figures collated by Public Libraries 
News in the last financial year, 61 libraries were withdrawn from 
service. The preceding year it was 63, the year before that 201. 
Some new libraries have opened, but there’s debate, again often 
inaudible, about how many hundreds of others are threatened.  
Of those 325 lost libraries, around a third have been taken over 
by their communities in various ways, often with reduced open-
ing hours and working with volunteers.4

The future of UK public lending libraries seems uncertain 
with regards to local access and access in larger cities, as 
there is such a paradox in building a large and expensive 
library, while so many other libraries in the rest of the coun-
try have disappeared that same year. Does that mean that 
certain areas get better access while others lose it? on the 
other hand, there is promising development in terms of dig-
ital book loans in UK public libraries –  yet the organisation of 
digital content distribution already seems to become a new 
profitable market monopolised by only a handful of corpo-
rate structures. This brings into question the role of  libraries 
regarding their support for digital content.

Paris, France
each parisian arrondissement has a number of different libraries.  
For entering local lending libraries (bibliothèques de prêt), free 
registration is mandatory for borrowing books, while access 
to other media is granted through a yearly subscription.

access to the bnF – Bibliothèque Nationale de France –  is 
also subject to a registration, as well as a daily or yearly pass  
subscription (€ 3.50 / € 38 respectively). While a large part of  
the library’s resources is accessible for every visitor, the 
research department follows a different set of rules. Require-
ments include obtaining an accreditation justifying research  
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work, as well as providing various other documents –  student 
card, certification from a research supervisor, professional 
certificate or contract, letter from an employer, and so on. 
access to the reading spaces and the national collection is 
only granted after an interview with a librarian. Research 
resources at the bnF are thus restricted to readers with a spe-
cific administrative status. 

at the Bibliothèque sainte-Geneviève, located at the feet 
of the pantheon in a neighbourhood surrounded by several  
universities, schools, and high schools, there are three types 
of free reader access cards: the day-pass, laissez-passer; the 
white card for readers above 18 or baccalauréat (the French 
equivalent to a-Levels) graduates; and the pink card, which 
allows its owner to skip waiting lines and is offered to lec-
turers and researchers, phD students, secondary-education 

www-bsg.univ-paris1.fr/infos-pratiques/reglement/cartes-roses

http://www-bsg.univ-paris1.fr/infos-pratiques/reglement/cartes-roses
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professors, disabled people, and people above 70. originally 
designed for education and general access, this academic 
library is now teeming with parisian students looking for a 
space to work outside of their (usually small) flats. With the 
granting of a pink card being restricted to certain cate gories, 
the reader’s status remains an ongoing issue, yet the library 
remains open to all within the limits of available places.  
as an example of a different library model, the Bibliothèque 
Mazarine, France’s oldest public library, located on the banks  
of the seine by the École des Beaux-arts, is still following its 
founder’s idea of a truly democratic library –  open to every-
one without any paperwork needed.

In January 2014, an important part of the literature and 
arts collection at the bnF was severely damaged after a flood, 
allegedly caused by a decrease in maintenance budget. ‘Up 
to 10,000 – 12,000 books were damaged, at various degrees 
of severity.’5 sadly, this was not the first instance of such  
a calamity, as a similar event occured in 2004. 

There is a noticeable slowing-down in the development 
of  French libraries stemming from cuts in public funding 
and leading to the degradation of conservation means –  
 a failure of the system that was thought to be compensated 
through the development of digitised collections (eg the 
bnF’s Gallica programme), or eBook loans. Yet the latter 
is visibly absent in an overwhelming number of  libraries. 
Indeed, ‘With barely 1% of  French public libraries offering a 
satisfying electronic book collection according to the idate 
2013 census,6 France falls distinctly behind in terms of eBook 
access policy, while it boasts a rather developed e-publish-
ing market in comparison with other european countries’.7 
Here the issue seems to come from shortcomings in organi-
sational structures, preventing libraries to integrate eBooks 
into their collections.
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Brussels, Belgium
Libraries in Brussels have extremely different statuses from 
one another, a fact that reflects the city’s and Belgium’s organ-
isation. These may be bibliothèques communales, linked to the 
19 communes (former towns which later became districts with  
their own town halls) that make up Brussels, or libraries  
attached to a specific linguistic communauté (French- or Dutch-  
speaking), plus academic and specialised libraries. There are 
catalogues connecting some of these libraries, but also frag-
menting the library landscape scattered across the two lan-
guages spoken in Brussels. It’s often easier, therefore, to find 
a recent exhibition catalogue published by a French museum 
in the Flemish art school Library rather than in any French-
speaking library. In addition, since many French and British 
publishers print their books in Belgium, in order to mini-
mise costs, a number of very recent titles can often be found 
among the archives at the state-run Belgian Royal Library 
(Kbr). access to the reading room at KbK is quite easy –   
only proof of identity is required –  and for € 2.50 / day or € 20 /  
year, books from the archive are available within the specific 
opening hours of each service.

a student in Brussels will therefore quickly become con-
fronted with issues linked to the search for and availability 
of particular books in libraries, and will have to be prepared 
to carry several library cards in order to compensate for the 
lack of titles in some libraries despite the possibility for 
astonishing discoveries in others. The issue this raises con-
cerns not so much a type of restricted access than a com-
plex one, whose lack of unity and centralisation results in 
dysfunctions. 

still, some interesting developments seem to be appear-
ing in the city of  Brussels, such as the creation of  Muntpunt, 
a Flemish community-run library that opened in september 
2013 in the heart of the city after some major renovation work.  
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This new library offers innovative perspectives in a truly con-
temporary centre for culture, learning and reading. Muntpunt  
organises the library space as an open house and a forum for 
literature, films and documentaries, events, youth activities, 
and Dutch learning sessions. Moreover, since 2011, Unicat 8 
has been gathering records from Belgian university librar-
ies and from the Royal Library (the National archive) –  from 
both language communities –  into a single catalogue, prom-
ising to centralise online research resources.

* * *

When it comes to archives in national or specialised librar-
ies, access varies according to each country and their culture- 
specific, often quite divergent, policies. 

one is left to wander what are the priorities for the devel-
opment of public knowledge repositories and what should be 
the real social role of public libraries. should a more unified 
system of accessing library resources –  not only inside each 
country but also across europe –  be a priority for european  
cultural and political bodies? could that be possible to 
achieve within the limitations of fixed institutions? 

http://www.unicat.be/unicat?func=loadTemplate&template=news

http://www.unicat.be/uniCat?func=loadTemplate&template=news
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inForMation available beyond  
the Physical Point oF access

With the use of the internet as an immediate tool for sharing 
infor mation, besides digital collections in public libraries or 
national museums allowing a privileged access to historical re - 
sources coming from institutions, a large number of individ ual  
or collective initiatives have been carried out through the web.

Gutenberg Project
In 1971, Michael stern Hart, who was a student at the time, 
started sharing texts he typed up on a computer in the Uni-
versity of Illinois computer lab –  making them available for 
students to download through the electronic network, and 
thereby launching what would become the very first digital 
book collection. as of March 2014, it comprises of more than 
45,000 items in several languages, available on the internet 
in various formats and readable on a computer or on any 
other digital reading device. More than 500 years after the 
German printer Johannes Gutenberg invented the printing 
press, the Gutenberg project initiative constitutes an attempt 
at demo cratising reading and learning through enabling uni-
versal access to public-domain or copyright-free texts. With 
the help of thousands of volunteers, free eBooks are made 
available in ePUb, PdF, or htMl formats, mostly in english, 
but also in French, German, portuguese, chinese, and more 
than 40 other languages. In his own words, Hart’s mission 
was ‘to encourage the creation and distribution of eBooks’, 
‘help break down the bars of ignorance and illiteracy’, and 
‘give as many eBooks to as many people as possible’.9

Internet Archive
archive.org was founded in 1996 as an internet library. ‘Its 
purposes include offering permanent access for researchers, 
historians, scholars, people with disabilities, and the general 

Archive.org
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public to historical collections that exist in digital format.’10 
For instance, old radio shows and various podcasts can be 
listened to online, along with a collection of art and music 
videos, free to download or stream online. Besides a textual, 
video, audio, and software archive, it is possible to consult 
the history of web pages from different timelines through a 
webpage archive called the Wayback Machine. In addition, 
the open Library is an open-source project with a book data- 
saving feature, working as a wiki page, where anyone can add 
information on any published book.

UbuWeb
It is worthwhile mentioning the UbuWeb website, which 
makes various media (sounds, videos, texts) available as 
downloadable files. UbuWeb’s collection focuses on avant-
garde currents such as musique concrete, experimental film, 
or sound poetry. Founded in 1996 by poet and music critic 
kenneth Goldsmith, this ever-growing archive constitutes 
a one-of-a-kind archive where rare documents are provided 
by the users in the form of donations. on the one hand, 
there are legal grounds to consider the site as an infringe-
ment on copyrights. on the other hand, most online users 
see UbuWeb as an invaluable source for artist materials and 
historical avant-garde documents for study and diffusion.  
In this light, the project can even be seen as playing an insti-
tutional role in terms of rare resource conservation. ‘It’s full 
of artefacts that are historically and intellectually valuable 
but financially worthless. so it’s the perfect place to prac-
tice utopian politics: let’s pretend copyright doesn’t exist.’11

AAAARG
Described by its founders as ‘a conversation platform [which]  
at different times […]  performs as a school, or a reading 
group, or a journal’, aaaarG was created ‘with the intention 
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of developing critical discourse outside of an institutional 
framework. But rather than thinking of it like a new building, 
imagine scaffolding that attaches onto existing buildings  
and creates new architectures between them’.12

In 2001, Los angeles-based artist sean Dockray started 
to share digital content and documents with friends and 
collaborators, and progressively built a community around 
aaaarG, an online platform dedicated to the redistribution 
of textual material uploaded by users. since 2010, the plat-
form has gathered more than 20,000 users with an average 
of  300 visitors per day. several months ago, the site’s address 
gained an extra ‘a’ and users were asked to use an email reg-
istration for access –  most likely a measure to avoid legal 
repercussions – making it aaaaarg.org. The site still offers 
often hard-to-find texts –  either out-of-print or poorly cir-
culated –  as well as a collection of reference books on art 
history, architecture, design, philosophy, and politics for 
students and scholars. classified either by author or through 
a thematic collection, available resources range from clas-
sic writers to contemporary theoreticians, and even include 
meta-resources, providing information on aaaaarG’s theo-
retical concerns and motivations. While most of its content 
is still available in bookstores, the website enables users to 
share texts and ideas via the discussion part of the platform, 
and could be considered to follow a counter-cultural agenda. 

aaaaarg.org

http://aaaaarg.org/#_blank
http://aaaaarg.org/
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Yet, aaaaarG’s true role online seems to rather make up for 
the lack of certain titles in library collections, and to build 
bridges between the titles it offers and its users –  grant-
ing access to anyone anywhere seeking a text uploaded by 
another user. even if copyright remains a concern for many 
of its users, this site’s main idea is that giving open access 
to content and discussions allows the community to further 
explore their areas of interest, and thus impact the research 
and educational discourse.

The Serving Library
In addition to such endeavours gaining prominence and dis - 
tribu ting rare or even public-domain resources, there are also  
other new initiatives which take into account the notion of arch - 
iv ing within the publishing process, or offer personalised and  
collaborative tools for research, note-taking, and archiving.

http://aaaaarg.org/collection/51c593f56c3a0edf197b0100

http://aaaaarg.org/collection/51c593f56c3a0edf197b0100
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For instance, The serving Library is a project created in 
2011, by David Reinfurt, stuart Bailey, and angie keefer, on 
the foundations of an earlier project they ran –  Dot Dot Dot 
magazine. The serving Library was imagined as a completely 
autonomous system incorporating archiving within its very 
editorial process. articles commissioned by the publishers 
are accessible online for six months in PdF format, before 
a printed version gathers all the archived articles, or what 
the publishers refer to as Bulletins. The printed books are 
then distributed in bookshops, while a single printed copy 
is archived in the serving Library’s physical library along 
with other publications by Dexter sinister (a collaborative  
moniker for Reinfurt and Bailey). Within the premise of  The 
serving Library, the hard copy is available after the online 
version is published. New texts are open to download before  
each printing of  the Bulletins and remain available afterwards. 
The intended use of the website integrates the archiving pro-
cess with the process of publishing, providing open access to 
the public, while also challenging traditional notions of the 
cycle of publications and copyrights.

www.servinglibrary.org

www.servinglibrary.org
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Active Archive & Pad.ma
another notable project is active archive, founded in Brussels  
in 2006 and led by constant, an art and media collective, in 
collaboration with arteleku, a Basque contemporary art cen-
tre for creative arts and experimentations. as an open source 
platform, active archive gives access to various media –  from 
texts to video, historical or new –  upon which the user may 
directly act by annotating or adding links or translations to 
the constantly evolving archive. The web interface is there-
fore not only a digital mirror to this archive, but also a tool 
that decentralises the archive and brings in multiple, echo-
ing voices and views through the user activity. It is a new way 
of thinking about an archive not only as fulfilling a conserva-
tion role, but also as becoming a dynamic resource, involv-
ing decentralised tools. 

The same principle is followed on the website pad.ma, an 
online archive of densely annotated digital materials, pri-
marily footage and unfinished film projects, working with a 
dual interface –  as a video player and a text reader, with a key-
word search engine resembling the iTunes interface.

* * *

Digital resources appear to give access to anyone, anywhere, 
at anytime, yet one shouldn’t forget that limitations exist on- 
line, as well. access can be restricted either by the provider, 
by a censoring government, or by a third party (eg author, 
publisher, etc). Web domains can expire, servers can go 
down, data can be lost, which is why it is increasingly impor-
tant to develop robust web-archiving or web-librarianship 
practices. Web-resources also require funding in order to be 
maintained and are often run by volunteers, like some phys-
ical libraries. In that sense they are mostly community-run 
or user initiatives. This once again brings up questions about 
the role of politics and the allocation of government funding –   

Pad.ma
Pad.ma


www.activearchives.org/aaa/resources/358/
www.aa.lgru.net/pages/paul_otlet/
www.pad.ma/X/player/00:14:19.323

www.activearchives.org/aaa/resources/358/
www.aa.lgru.net/pages/Paul_Otlet/
www.pad.ma/X/player/00:14:19.323
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who should be responsible for building and funding open 
access to digital content for public education? 

It is reasonable to expect that such access should not come  
from private initiatives only. at the same time, it is important 
to consider what level of independence those initiatives can 
have if they become state-funded, and also what the impact 
of copyright laws will be if access to digital content is insti-
tutionalised. UbuWeb founder kenneth Goldsmith does not 
accept funding, stating: ‘Because if I take that money, then  
I have to start paying everybody.’13 He also likes to reminds 
us to download everything and not trust the cloud.

since the issue of free access to books and to archives 
has now extended to the internet domain, there are many 
new digital platforms providing innovative possibilities for  
online access. It should not be forgotten, however, that estab-
lished infrastructures such as public libraries have a crucial 
role to play in these cultural transformations –  as the original 
sites of access to and of preservation of  historical and cul-
tural resources, but also as physical sites of mediation for the 
use of new technologies. Thus, while new types of access are 
slowly being facilitated through the internet, the initiatives 
listed above remain yet to become familiar access points to 
a more general audience. and they would need to do so, if 
they are to provide a solid alternative to more commercially- 
driven endeavours. 

Both physical and digital spaces have advantages and dis - 
advantages when it comes to accessing information, and it is  
important to recognise that both are equally important to co- 
exist in our highly digital, data-driven, contemporary culture.  
Their future evolution should be guided by sensible political 
decisions, fuelled by responding to the needs of the public 
for open access rather than money-driven, industry-ori ented  
choices. only in such a scenario, Melvil Dewey’s dream of  
‘Free Libraries for every soul’14 can remain a viable possibility.
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In library interiors, the light of table lamps designed to illu-
mi nate books in dim reading rooms has been replaced by 
the fluorescent glare of screens of various types and sizes. 
even in those rare instances where the physical appearance 
of reading rooms has remained unchanged, and a mute com-
munity of readers are still enclosed by rows of  books, the old 
image of the library is unmistakably waning. With the intro-
duction of the screen into the reading room, the experience 
of the library interior as a monadic space, sealed off hermeti-
cally from the surrounding world and closed in on itself, can 
only appear as a relic of the past. What today seems most out-
dated and remote about photographs of 19th- century library 
interiors is perhaps not the ambi tion to gather the whole of   
human knowledge under their vaulted roofs, but precisely 
the possibility of a closed room, a space of study isolated 
from the fabric of society and governed by its own rules. 

Historically, the domed reading room provided the stage 
where the illusory separation between socio-economic 
mechanisms and the ‘life of the mind’ was enacted in the most 
exemplary manner. But beyond this semblance of autonomy, 
it also harboured the possibility of another, more resilient 
non-communication with the surrounding world, a certain  
resistance to comply to its logic and values, an irreducible  
element of anachronism and untimeliness. In its place, a new  
image of the library now makes its appearance: a space of 
study which no longer tries to differentiate itself from the sur-
rounding world, but instead attempts to adapt immediately 
and seamlessly to the fluctuating demands placed upon it by  
the present moment. Nowhere is this more palpable than within  
universities, where a new species of libraries makes its entrance  
alongside a shifting conception of what it means to study.

In contrast to the self-enclosed library of the past, the new  
university library tends to present itself first and foremost 
as a ‘service’. Whereas the classical library functioned like 
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an institutional space to whose rigid rules the reader was 
expected to submit, the new library is recast as a facility at 
the service of its ‘users’. Like other bourgeois institutions, 
the classical library was indeed designed to induce a specific 
mode of  behaviour: it orchestrated a certain mode of study 
and fabricated a certain type of studying subject, condensed 
in the figure of the silent reader. In its place, the new library 
presents a range of options that the reader can choose from 
like a consumer. But even though the shifted nomenclature 
seems to suggest a certain neutrality, the new library mar-
ginalises certain forms of study, while enabling and privi-
leging others. 

In the new species of  libraries appearing on university 
campuses, reading rooms make way for open-plan areas 
for so-called ‘self-directed’ study. Together with the reading  
rooms, the image of study as a solitary and silent activity 
is dissolving. If this seemingly outmoded form of study is 
inherently tied to the technology of the book, the new image 
of study is staged around laptops and touchscreens, extolled 
in saturated online videos produced by the multi national 
corporations dominating the higher education industry. 
The scene of the mute reader, central to the old image of the 
library, is thereby replaced by that of the discussion group. 
The self-composed discipline of the isolated reader gives 
way to the virtuosity of communication, to a skillful perfor-
mance of symbolic exchange. What is at issue in this scene is 
no longer the self-disciplined acquisition of  know ledge: the  
library appears more like a training ground, anticipating the  
productive exchange associated with the corporate workplace. 

and just as the university increasingly resembles the cor-
poration, the corporate office, for its part, purports to be 
modeled on the learning environment. The image of the 
self-motivated student is transposed into the silicon Valley 
office, where it becomes the model for a worker who no 
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longer needs to be disciplined –  a worker who does not see 
work as an obligation but as a process of  life-long learn-
ing. If the new library anticipates and produces a specific 
form of subjectivity, a certain type of student, it is perhaps 
firstly that of a student-entrepreneur, which fits seamlessly 
into this image of the corporation as an enormous, surplus-
value- producing Montessori classroom, where work, play 
and learning are supposed to become inseparable.

a peculiar characteristic of the new type of university 
libraries is the shifted attitude towards consumption expres-
sed by them. The classical library maintained a strict sepa-
ration between consumption and study, which corresponds 
to a specific image of the reader, understood as an ascetic 
figure who abstains from bodily pleasures in order to dedi-
cate him / herself fully to the life of the mind. If smuggling 
a cup of coffee into a reading room used to be a threat to 
the library’s proper order, consumption within the library 
is now increa singly permitted or even actively encouraged. 
This tendency is noteworthy, not because it is a sign of sup-
posedly deteriorating norms, but because it marks a shifting 
perception of the library itself. In the increasingly privatised 
university, even the library, as the space where the claim to 
autonomy of the university always seemed most palpable 
and persuasive, is ultimately nothing but another space from 
which profit may be extracted. 

To the neoliberal university management, the traditional 
library can only appear as unexploited capital, waiting to be 
put to more efficient use. In library refurbishments, it has 
become common practice to move the library café into the 
library itself, within the boundaries cordoned off by turn-
stiles, where the university-licensed café is in a better posi-
tion to compete with local high street shops. What used to 
be shared study spaces are now sitting areas, where signs 
gently remind the reader that seats can only be used by 
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customers. consumption extends into the reading rooms 
themselves, where the image of the ascetic reader makes way 
for the image of the student-consumer, for whom study is 
thought to be linked inextricably to self-indulgent comfort.

Whereas the disciplinary mechanisms of the old library 
relied on unassailable principles –  silence being the primary  
one –  the new library regulates behaviour and control in a 
different manner. spaces are coded with pictograms which 
do not only specify where group study is allowed or mobile 
phones are prohibited, but inform the reader where food 
may be consumed, where one is only allowed to drink, or 
where neither food nor drink is allowed. In the college 
library where I write this text, notices on the tables inform 
readers that if they are sitting in a ‘zone’ which is either ‘food 
free’, ‘phone free’, or ‘noise free’, they can use an anonymous 
text messaging service to report sources of nuisance –  that is 
to say, fellow readers –  to the private security company which 
surveils the library. The appearance of such signs indicates 
a changing mechanism of power: the librarian, who makes 
his rounds through the library spaces like a sovereign, is 
replaced by a form of control where students effectively 
police one another. silence is no longer treated as a rule but 
as an exception –  a shift which marks the complete reversal 
of the norms about what constitutes a library space and what 
modes of study and attention it should render possible.

More than anything else, the model for the newly emerg-
ing library appears to be the contemporary café. Whereas 
the library was once a polar opposite to the café, together 
representing two distinct possibilities of study, two spaces 
where study could take place under radically different con-
ditions, the two have now become almost indistinguisha-
ble. also the separate figures which populate the two spaces 
converge: like the freelance worker migrating through the 
spaces of coffee shop chains, the student heralded by the 
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neoliberal university is a figure for whom self-entrepreneur-
ship and indulgent consumerism coincide with highly pre-
carious conditions of existence. and just like the café worker, 
the library reader is forced to work in an environment from 
which one needs to isolate oneself actively in order to be able 
to immerse in one’s work. The enforced silence of others is 
replaced by the technology of the headphone; sounds are 
no longer repressed, but merge in a cacophony of indistinct 
noises. as the library space increasingly resembles that of 
the café, silence becomes a scarce resource – even within the 
walls of university libraries. Together with the disappearance 
of silent spaces, the conditions for a certain type of study are 
waning. The new library does not only support new forms of 
study, supposedly better suited to the times, but also deliber-
ately renders other forms of study impossible –  and by impli-
cation obsolete.

The new image of the library not only expresses a shift-
ing attitude towards education, study, and the university; 
as an institutional space, the library also actively instills 
and reproduces these attitudes. In its apparent flexibility 
and freedom from repressive constraints, the new species 
of  libraries cropping up at university campuses nevertheless 
produces a specific attitude to study and conditions a par-
ticular type of  learning subject. even when it cloaks itself in 
the discourse of progressive policymaking, presents itself as 
an attempt to dismantle the old disciplinary institution, or 
poses as a mere service responding to students’ demands, 
it is unmistakably part of yet another, different mechanism 
of control. Just like the old, disciplinary library, which now 
appears like a relic from a long foregone time, the present- 
day library renders certain forms of study possible, while 
excluding or marginalising others. The question today is not 
only how to resist this logic, which increasingly pervades the 
university at large, but also how to conceive of spaces where 
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precarious types of study can find a shelter and where other, 
new practices of  learning and inquiry can come into exist-
ence. To conceive of such spaces, conditions, and practices 
means to take part in what we may call a ‘politics of study’, 
intervening in areas which extend well beyond the bounda-
ries of academic institutions.
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